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21 ISSUES FACE LEGISLATORS — Rep. Kenneth Imes, D-Mu
rray (left), and
Rep. Linda Boatwright, D-Paducah (right), get ready for decision
-making as
state legislators face the 21 issues on the call for the 1979
Special Session
which convened January 8, in frankfort Items on the call
include tax relief
for Kentuckians; the court system; and changes for the
state's usury law.
Rep.Imes is a member of the Labor and Industry committe
e and Rep. Boatwright is a member of the Education committee.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
special session of the General
Assembly has taken action on its first
tax cutting issue, with both houses
approving measures to remove the
state sales tax from home utility bills.
The tax cut measure passed the
Senate 37-0 and the House 96-1 Friday.
Each bill now goes to the other house
for action.
Because questions have been raised
about whether the taxcutting bill is a
revenue measure that must constitutionally begin in the House, the
Senate bill will be held up in the House.
The House bill is expected to be
passed by the Senate next week and

sent to Gov. Julian Carroll
for his
signature.
The sales tax will come off
June 1,
effective with bills mailed in July,
and
is expected to cost the
state treasury
about $37 million per year.
The measure will apply to
electric,
gas, water and sewage bills, but
not to
telephone bills. A floor amendment to
add telephones to the exemption
was
defeated in the House Friday.
The only person to vote against
the
reduction was Rep. Aubrey Williams,
D-Louisville, who said he opposed
it
because he felt the special session was
a political farce and the tax
reduction
was minor and would hurt poor
people
by cuts in state programs.
The House passed and sent te the

Cite Pay, Other Grievances

Senate a bill creating a special board to
(")erste the new Kentucky Horse Park
neAr Lexington, with a promise by the
measure';sponsor that he would fight
any atten*t by the new board to allow
alcoholic beverages to be sold at the
park.
"If anyone does attempt to sell
alcoholic beverages at the park I will
hold them accountable," said House
Speaker William Kenton, D-Lexington.
Kenton said he would support
legislation in the 1900 Legislature to
specifically prohibit the sale of
alcoholic beverages at the park if the
board makes such a move.
The 15-member board would include
representatives of the horse industry
and would be similar to the board that

Council Committee To Consider Firefighters Requests

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
A Murray city councilman says the
committee he heads up is expivitel_to
meet next week and talk about
grievances city firefighters have
raised.
City firefighters called a netis conference Friday morning to talk about*
their grievances and most of them are
money-related.
The councilman, Billy Balentine, said
Friday afternoon he expected to
receive a 'list' of grievances from
firefighters and he added he expects the
public safety committee to review the
list during a regular committee
meeting, set next Thursday.
A spokesman for the firefighters said
Friday night that firefighters and
"9111919■19111111911ensimiieetemimestes

Balentine met that evening and the • Henley said.
firefighter makes $289 less per year
councilman seemed receptive to their
During a Friday morning news
than a beginning policeman and a "two
aims.
conference, city firefighters told
year man" with the fire department
Meanwhile, Murray Mayor Melvin_ reporters they have
makes $224 less.—
"been -dealt with
Henley told The Murray Ledger di
unfairly" by the city.
Firefighters say other benefits they
Times Friday afternoon that he doesn't
They told reporters they want to be
used to receive ''have been taken
feel the city is currently in aliegotiating--.-_-_. paid sin-par with
city _policemen and_•way.,7Where they-Row get Ife..per_hour
posture with disgruntled firefighters.
want some benefits which they say
and $3 for each extra hour for fighting a
Representatives of that group tokl
have been taken away' from them
blaze while off duty, they once received
reporters earlier in the day they were in
returned.
$10 for the first hour. Firefighters
the process of negotiating.
Firefighters say they're unhappy
would like that first $10 back.
"They may be negotiating with the
with pay raises they received this year
In addition to asking for an increase
committee (public safety committee).
— particularly since Murray Fire Chief
in their clothing allowance, firefighters
. .1 met with them in the beginning and
Jackie Cooper received an over 18
say they want a $5 per month increase
we talked but negotiations is an ongoing
percent pay hike and firefighters, along
in "longevity pay," which is extra
process . . .In my estimation, they're
with other city employees, got a seven
money given per month to veterans on
negotiating with the news media."
percent wage increase.
the force with four or more years ex"It seems their demands change
They said less than five years ago
perience.
from day to day. You almost have to
their, wages were comparable with
Firefighters said Friday they are
catch them (firefighters) on the run,'
policemen. But, now a beginning
chiefly concerned about wages paid
‘11111111111W`

Missouri Men May
Be Charged Here
A spokesman for Calloway County
Sheriffs Department says charges are
expected to be filed here against two
Missouri men arrested and charged in
Paris. Tenn.
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Periods of snow, possibly
mixed with sleet tonight Snow
accumulating to 2 to 4 inches by
late tonight or early Sunday.
Highs today around 32. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 20s.
Snow tapering off to flurries
Sunday with little additional
accumulation. Highs around 30.

Henry County Sheriff's Department
has charged 31-year-old Dallas Cluck
and 34-year-old Alvin Cluck with
receiving and concealing stolen
property and possessing a pistol for the
purpose of going armed in connection
with a series of burglaries in Henry
County.
The sheriffs department spokesman
here said the two will probably be
charged in connection with at least two
burglaries — the residences of Elmer
Collins and John Brinkley, both located
on the Old Murray-Paris Road in
Calloway County.
Henry County authorities raided a
mobile home the two men were living in
Thursday night and confiscated a
pickup truck load of items, a
spokesman said Friday.
Both men, who listed Missouri addresses, were in bond hearings late
Friday.
The sheriff's department spokesman
here said he was able to identify some
items taken in the Calloway County
burglaries.
The spokesman said the Brinkleys
listed over $7,500 worth of household
items missing after that burglary.
Collins also listed a number of things
taken.
The Henry County Sheriff's Department spokesman said other arrests and
additional charges against the two men
are possible.

them."Captains and assistant chiefs on
regular work weeks are the only ones
who make minimum wage.. .There are
30 of us, six are assistant chiefs and
captains. A lieutenant's base hourly
wage is $2.';," the firefighter said.
An average firefighter-here works a--•••=f---.
56 hour week.
One said the firefighters are "paid for
their knowledge, capabilities and experience."
Henley said bringing firefighters' pay
up to that of city policemen would cost
$5,800.
"What they asking for, as an entire
package, is inflationary," Henley said.
He pointed out that it will be up the
council to make a decision on their
requests, not him.

Former VP Rockefeller Dead•
Sought Presidency 3 Times

By KARLSWANSON
Associated Press Writer
. NEW YORK (AP) — Nelson A.
Rockefeller, a multimillionaire who
became governor and vice president
but saw his dream of the presidency
dashed three times, has died of a heart
attack. He was 70.
His spokesman, Hugh Morrow, said
Rockefeller died late Friday night
while working at his desk at
Rockefeller Center, the midtown
Manhattan business and entertainment
complex that bears the family name.
Morrow said Rockefeller collapsed at
about 10:15 p.m. EST as he worked on a
book featuring his extensive modern
art collection.
Security personnel tried in vain to
revive him. He was rushed to Lenox
Hill Hospital, where he was pronounced
dead upon arrival.
Dr. Anthony Mustalish, chief of
emergency services at the hospital,
said Rockefeller was not breathing
when he arrived at about 11 p.m.
Mustalish said a team of doctors tried
for an hour to revive him without
success.
The body was taken to a funeral
parlor in Tarrytown, N.Y., where the
family has an estate.
Funeral plans were to be announced
later today.
Rockefeller, a Republican who
served as New York's governor for 15
years, spent a "normal day at his if.

lice" before the attack, Morrow said.
"Rockefeller was enjoying life since
leaving politics and has not suffered
any illnesses," Morrow said.
He said the former vice president —
known to voters as "Rocky" — had
always been considered in excellent
health and apparently died of "instantaneous heart seizure."
Rockefeller's wife, Margaretta —
known to most as "Happy" — arrived
at the hospital after her husband died.
Morrow said she was "griefstricken,
but composed."
Mustalish said the White House had
called the hospital, concerned about
Rockefeller's condition.
There was no immediate comment on
Rockefeller's death from President
Carter, who is at Camp David, Md., for
the weekend.
Former President Gerald Ford, who
appointed Rockefeller his vice
president in 1974, heard of the death in
Amman, Jordan, where he is on a
personal Mideast tour.
"One cannot adequately express
one's sadness when a tragic death
occurs," Ford said. "I have lost one of
my closest friends, both personallyoand
politically. The nation loses a trul!.
great leader who unselfishly devoted
his lifetime to helping his country and
its people."
Former .California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, a conservative often at odds
with the more liberal Rockefeller, said

operates the
State
Kentucky
Fairgrounds in Louisville.
The Senate passed and sent to the
House a bill raising the fee to county
jailers for feeding
on
from $5.75
to $6.75 per prisoner per day.
The Senate also passed a resolution to
the federal Environmental Protection
Agency opposing an EPA proposal that
would keep Ohio utilities from buying
Kentucky'coal.
In committee action Friday, the
House Highways and Traffic Safety
Committee approved
measures
reducing traffic fines and court costs.
There are some minor differences in
the House bill and one reported earlier
this week by a Senate committee, but
backers say they do not see any
problem in reaching an agreement
between the two houses.
Both bills agree on a $5 reduction in
minimum traffic fines. The original
bills would have removed the entire $15
increase in fines approved by the 1978
General Assembly.

from his home in a Los Angeles suburb
that he was "deeply shocked, as I'm
sure everyone is, and I have the deepest
sympathy for his family.
"We had our political differences,"
Reagan said, "but we had a cordial
relationship."
Morrow said that at about 5 p,m.,
Rockefeller had accompanied his wife
and their two sons, Nelson Jr., 15, and
Mark, who turns 13 today, to Nelson
Jr's. private school for a speech by
former Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger. Kissinger, a longtime friend,
had been an adviser to Rockefeller
during his years as • New York's
governor. .....
The family then returned to its Fifth
Avenue apartment for dinner, and
afterward Rockefeller went back to his
office to work on his art book.
He had been scheduled to speak today
at the Fifth World Antiques Market
Conference here.

Man Charged
n Station
Holdup Here
A Route 1, Almo, man is in Calloway
County -Jail facing armed robbery
charges today after Murray police
apprehended and arrested him shortly
after a holdup here early today.
According to a Murray Police
Department spokesman, Ricky L.
Turner, 20, is charged in connection
with a holdup at J & S Oil Company on
South 12th Street.
The spokesman said the robbery
occurred about 2:53 a.m. when a man
walked into the service station, pulled a
knife on Doss Hollingsrorth, a night
employee, and demanded money.
Hollingsworth gave the man an undetermined amount of cash and the
man fled by car, the spokesman said.
Murray police were alerted and
apprehended Turner at the intersection
of Doran Road and Ky. 94W a few
minutes later. The spokesman said
police recovered the money.
Turner is currently in the county jail
under a 950,000 bond.

Airport Board

Slates Meeting
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board has scheduled a meeting
Tuesday, Jan. 30, in city council
chambers at Murray City Hall.
According to Hugh Oakley, chairman
of the board, items on the agenda for
the 4 p.m. session include general
business, a report on the progress of
airport improvement projects and the
salary of the airport manager.

For Different Reason

'Campus Lights'Actors Say Their Roles Difficult
emo
a

a

Despite a wealth of stage experience,
Bob Grisham has found his role as the
male lead in this year's "Campus
Lights" production at Murray State
University exceptionally difficult.
He admits to a problem with the
romantic implications of the script for
the 42nd annual student musical
production. His leading lady, a comely
and personable young woman, is
nonetheless the source of that problem.
She's his sister -- Kathie G. Hauser.
"It's so hard for me, as we get into
the romantic aspects of
show, to
emote certain things to rnMster," said
Grisham. a senior who directed the 1978
show and was the male lead in 1976 and
a co-lead in 1977. .
Conversely, Kathie feels little awkwardness iilaying opposite her younger
brother,- although ihe professes
"hardly any" acting background.
They, explained that the script, which
retie for him trr be the pursuer, and her

"more open and outgoing personality"
are probably why he feels more
challenged by the unusual casting
situation for the Broadway-type
musical comedy Feb. 8-9-10-11.
Bob, 22, and Kathie, 24, play
characters who become opponents in a
political election and then find themselves romantically involved. They are
called "two of the finest leads I've seen
in 'Campus Lights," by director Mike
Perry. a Paris senior.
Bob, a senior music education major
who plays the trumpet, has had considerable stage experience, beginning
back in high school. He would like to
become a high school instrumental
teacher following graduation in May.
_Kathie is a sophomore vocal music
major who transferred from Henderson
Community College. She aspires to
teach at the college level_
They are the youngest of five children
- there are three other daughters — of

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse R. Grisham of
Robard.s in Henderson County.
Because she has little stage experience. Kathie readily admits that
she is leaning heavily on Bob as they
rehearse for the show sponsoredby Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia men's music
fraternity on the campus.
"My reliance on him is copifortahle
for me because we know each other so
well," she said. "We react with understanding to each other, which
enables me to depend on him more and
really use the stage experience he has
'Once the music begins, Kathie feels
more at home because of the choral
experience in her past.She is having to
adapt her classical singing stele,
however, to the "pop" music format of
the show.
A new twist to the show this year is
the Sunday matinee on Feb. 11, which
has been added to the traditional
'Thursday, Friday:* u nd.Saturday

evening performances.scheduled Feb.
8-9-10. Curtain time is 3 p.m. on Sunday
and 8:15 p.m. on the other dates in
Lovett Auditorium.
Proceeds from the production
written, directed, and performed by
Murray State students goes into a
scholarship fund for incoming mush
students. About 125 students are involved in putting on the show.
All seats are reserved and reservations may be made by visiting or
calling tlie Department of Music Office
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State, telephone 502i 762-4288.
Ticket prices are 93. with some exceptions Groupsof 25 or more will
admitted at $2.59 peperson. College
ber4
students will be admitted for $2.50 on
Thursday evening, and children.--15
years of age and younger accompanied
by parents will be admitted for $2 on
Sunday.
a

LEADS FOR 'LIGHTS' — Bob Grisham and Kathie G. Hauser, brother and
sister from "tabards in Henderson County, will be playing the lead roles when
the curtain goes up on the 42nd annual "Campus Lights" student musical
production at Murray State University Feb. 8-5-10-11.
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Home Ec Classes Discussed

itromsailmasersessors ,,t,strieureati
economics
home
each
extended
home economics students
of
instruction,
learDebra Pritchett, 16 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. nings, and F.H.A. There are student. Each semester, the
Home economics can
Hayes Pritchett of Dexter,is a many experiences in these student chases a project in an
area in which he or she feels contribute much to an inJunior at Calloway County which can aid the student in
personal
facing current and future they need to develop Increased dividual's
knowledgelnd skills.
development, help him or her
problems of everyday living.
Willing Workers Class of
Class instruction includes
The third part is the Future be a better family member,
Grace Baptist Church will
si;„Neas of study. These are Homemakers of America. now as well as in the future, as
meet at Fern Terrace Lodge
cited 'development, clothing Home economics students are well as provide the person
at 6:30 p.m. for fellowship and
and textiles, foods and not required to join this with a variety of skills and
By Abigail Van Buren
singing wtth the residents.
nutrition, personal and family organization, but It is a branch facts to aid4them in facing
development, housing, and of the home economics their problems in an ini Miss Kentucky Universe
management and consumer program designed to help creasingly technicliociety.
Tuesday,January 30
Pageant will be at Paducah
These are the basic
education.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
Tilghman auditorium at 8
areas that are taught in the
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
p.m.
classroom.
Community
the Dexter
The second part of the
Center.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
program is extended learat 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
rungs. This, includes home
Ellis Center_ will be open
DEAR ABBY: I have just begun to baby-sit and it would
College Farm Road, Murray. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
practices and home projects.
be helpful if I had some rules to go by. Will you please write
This is a support group for activities by the Murray
Home practices are taking the
Frances Drake
some "Do's and Don'ts" on baby-sitting?
families and friends of
skills learned in the class and
Citizens. For inSenior
BETSY B. IN BIRMINGHAM
alcoholics and for information
putting them to practical use
Debra Pritchett
formation call 753-0929.
FOR
SUNDAY,
JANUARY
28,
437-4229.
projects
-. call
in the hoe. Home
DEAR BETSY: How's this:
High School. She is a member
Ira
program
TOPS (Take Off of the Calloway Chapter of the are required by the
Murray
WHEN YOU ARE ASKED TO BABY-SIT:
What kind of day will
Alpha Department, Murray
Sensibly) Club is Future Homemakers of
businesslike. State the days you will be available, the
SCORPIO
Pounds
Be
tomorrow
be?
To
find
out
what
Woman's Club,is scheduled to
meet at the America, and also of the
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In'eV experience you've had, and the pay you consider fair.
to
scheduled
the
stars
say,
read
the
meet at 12 noon at the club
If contemplating a change of NEVER accept a job from a stranger. If you don't know the
Health Center, North 7th and Spanish, Beta, and Pep Clubs
ELAM BOY
forecast given for your birth
_ house with Joe Dick as the _" 'Olive Streets, at 7 p.m,
residence, now's the time to person calling, ask who recommended You, then call that
following
The
school.
the
Ray
Edward
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sign.
"Finance
on
, speaker
buy, sell, or rent. Home im- person and check it out.
partial Elam of Wingo announce the
in
article
is
Figures."
provement projects and
If you can't provide your own transportation to and from
requirement for her ap- birth of a baby boy, Jeremy ARIES
Wednesday, January 31
the job, ask what arrangements can be made.
parental
interests
are
also
degree
state
for
the
plication
Ray, born on Thursday, ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Village Homemakers Club
Find out in advance the name, address, phone number,
favored.
Both the Racer and Lady
January 4, at the MurrayWhether on a weekend jaunt
meeet at the home of of the FHA.
number of children, and how long you will be expected to
SAGITTARIUS
Racer teams will host the men will
Calloway County Hospital.
with friends or attending a
Moseley at 9 a.m.
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) xer
stay. It's always a good idea to get acquainted with the famiand women's teams from Wanda
Grandparents are Mr. and convention, there seems to be
people
are
Today,
many
Make phone 'calls, write ly land especially the child) before you go to baby-sit.
Austin Peay State University
Estate Planning Seminar, faced with the problems of Mrs. R. C. Elam and Mrs. no end to social activity now.
letters, visit neighbors, and
Always ask beforehand what your duties will be.
State
Murray
the
at
Calloway child care, nutrition and Ruby Taylor of Fulton and Enjoy yourself.
by
sponsored
keep abreast of current
When you take a job, be sure your parents have the name,
Fieldhouse with lady's game
Service, will be consumer management. It is John E. Carter. Chattanooga,
events. Whatever's on your address and phone number of the people for whom you are
at 5:15 p.m. and the men's Extension
TAURUS
a.m. to 3 p.m. at obvious that these problems Tenn.
10
mind, now's the time to voice sitting.
from
held
game at 7:30 p.m.
(
Apr. 20 to May 20)
‘
it.
Before you are left in charge of a child, be sure you know
the West Kentucky Livestock are not going to solve them:
Today you may make an
MADDING GIRL
Sunday,January 28
CAPRICORN
where the parents can be reached.
and Exposition Center. This is selves or get better in the
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Mad- important career decision,
on
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Churchwide study
future, unless people try to
Have the phone number of the family doctor, paramedics
open to the public.
ding,
957 South Seventh Street, which you'll follow up with
ComFinancial considerations and a close relative or a trusted friend or neighbor handy in
For
"China: Search
learn more on handling these
action, but others may at first
dominate your outlook today. case of emergency.
munity" will open at the First
Bowling for Senior Citizens problems. But where are they Mayfield, are the parents of a disapprove.
Take inventory, budget,
baby
girl,
with
Mary
Ask how you should handle incoming phone calls, and
Church
Deana
Methodist
to
education
Stacey
United
will be at Corvette Lanes at going to get the
balance checkbooks, and always keep• pencil and paper near the phone.
a potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. 1:30 p.m.
help solve these problems? Madding, born on Saturday, GEMINI
make necessary purchases.
Get full information about locking doors and windows,
One place they can turn is the January 13, at the Murray- May 21 to June 20)
AQUARIUS
This is a day when you
lights to be left burning.
Memorial Baptist Church_
Murray State University home economics classes in Calloway County Hospital.
Ash what yen should do if the doorbell rings.
WMU will hold its monthly Lady Racers will meet the high schools.
Grandparents are Mr. and might do many things with (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Others
will
be
quick
special instructions (diapers, betties, bedtime snacks,
to
Get
someone
special
and
in
'the
-Mrs.
general meeting in the Adult --Morehead State' women's
Howard DoIn wdy of
follow your lead now. Friends -children's use of TV or radio, "lights out," etc.) and write
proc
.es_steg_ to know that
.II Department of the church at
Mayfield and
Mrs..
team-ill2,baskellia-11-1W-C-4--economies program tuis-three
- offer Their support, but you =them down It'thereare many.
.-Trieariii favor
4efsa
6 p.m.
—
•-Jcw Madding, MayZerd-MSU Fieldhouse at 7 pin.
basic parts, which are: class
are your own best salesman at
H medications are to be given,gave parents write down
romantic
prospects.
Route 2.
.
•
present.
all pertinent informatioa !name of medicine, amount, time;
29
Monday, January
CANCER
PISCES
and childs name).
Murray Pre-School Co-op
(June 21 to July 221 GO ( Feb. 19 to Mar.'
20)
Accept'escort to your home as planned unless the person
Now that you've agreed to
will meet in the pre-school
The accent is on the inner who is to drive you home appears drunk. Then insist on
cooperate through thick and
room at 7 p.m. A special film
life nowt Meditation or in- phoning your own parents to make other arrangements.
thin, there's no need to
on "What Do You Think" will
trospection could clear your
WHEN YOU ARE LEFT IN CHARGE OF A CHILD:
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. precipitate a crisis just to test head, enabling you to make
be shown.
Guard against strangers. Don't unlock the door for
the strength of your bond.
important personal decisions. ANYONE! If you see a strange face in the window, or if
are relatively active that your request tame in care of
Blood River WMU will meet
Box
someone tries to get in, call the police at once.
newspaper,
P.O.
this
for
you.
problem
this
is
not
a
LEO
DEAR DR. LAMB — I will
at the Memorial Baptist
YOU BORN TODAY are
In case of fire, FIRST get the baby and other children out
have my gallbladder re- I would caution against any 1551, Radio City Station,
July 23 to Aug. 22) 4.20
;
Church at 10 a.m. with a moved in two months be- crash diet, severe diet or New York, NY 10019.
inclined
to
the of the house or apartment, then call the fire department
The accent is on marital and more
Gallstones are a frequent
potluck luncheon at noon. The cause of an attack of pan- rapid weight loss just before
partnership concerns. Share professions than business, from a neighbor's phone.
cause of pancreatitis. The
Rev. Marshall Mines will be creatitis. In the past, I have surgery.
Guard against accidents: Be alert to possible hazards such
innermost
feelings. Singles though you have more
For people who have the stone coming down the bile
had several gallbladder atthe speaker.
medicines in bathroom, knives, scissors and other
executive
ability
than
the
as
may
well
contemplate a closer
tacks and X rays showed time and the opportunity duct from the liver can lodge
utensils in kitchen; poisons, cleaning fluids, etc.,
typical
dangerous
Aquarian.
You
have
union.
and are physically able to do at the opening of the duct
gallstones.
advanced ideas, a progressive
under sink within baby's reach.
League of Women Voters
I would like to know if so, it is good preparation for that drains the pancreas.
viewpoint, yet often have
Check frequently on a sleeping baby.
will meet at 8 p.m. at the there are any health mea- surgery to gradually im- This is how the whole thing
VIRGO
Remember, you are a guest: take food only if you have
difficulty
in
starts.
finding
the
right
(Aug.
23
to
physical
fitness
Sept.
22)
rq'
your
Murray City Hall.
prove
prepare
my
will
sures that
seems
logical
Although
it
Eat moderately and wash dishes you've used.
gradupermission.
means
to
occupation.
level.
That
Your
greatest
afAlso,
No
ifs
or
buts.
Seek
medical
body for surgery?
would be the
Don't explore. Don't open closets or drawers, or read peradvice or start that exercise success comes through your
Recovery, Inc., will meet at ter the operation? Is there ally build up your exercise that stones pancreatitis,
it
to an optimal level cause of your
serial mail left open to view.
program. If feeling OK, then inventive ability and your
7:30 at the Health 'Center, anything in the line of vita- capacity
is important that you follow
mins, diet, or exercise that and maintain it.
Don't allow friends to visit you while you are baby-sitting.
willingness to hold fast to your
you have no excuse not to
North 7th and Olive Streets, will help me in recovery? I
prehealth
habits
to
good
What you should do after
your job your undivided attention. Avoid making perideals.
Give
Don't
let
a
desire
for
attend
to
tasks
at
hand.
that
Murray. This is open to all am 62 years old and in good surgery depends a lot on vent any future attacks
phone calls. Keep line open for incoming calls from
material
sonal
assets
keep
you
from
persons with any emotional Or general health and enjoy what kind of operation you might occur.
LIBRA
taking a chance on your
baby's parents.
In my opinion, anyone who (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 11-4r1
nervous problems. For in- exercise, jogging, swim- have had. Unless the nature
—
I am indebted to Capt. H. C. Salter Jr., Police Departtalents. You can succeed in
of the operation limits your has had an attack of panformation call Need Line 753- ming, golf and yard work.
The accent is on romantic
ment, West Columbia, S.C., for the above.
person creatitis should never drink
art, music, drama, or any
the
do
it,
—
It
ability
to
READER
DEAR
6333.
interests, creative activity,
who resumes normal daily a cocktail or use alcohol in
creative line. Birthdate of:
sounds to me like you are
and
recreational pursuits.
again.
This
any
form
ever
Surgery
living patterns, including
already prepared.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, conJackson Pollack, artist;
Parents Anonymous will is a strain on the body. The normal daily activity, is the can contribute to further There seems to be a special
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
Arthur Rubinstein, concert
a
factor
damage
and
may
be
sharing
thoughts.
emphasis
on
meet at the Immanuel better your reserves and the one who recovers the faspianist; and Susan Sontag, to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long,
Lutheran Church, 15th and better your physical condi- test. Now, this has to be in chronic reoccurring panstamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
MainStreets, Murray, at 7:15 tion, the more likely you are tempered with reason and creatitis, which you cerLasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
SCORPIO
with the you don't need to be exercis- tainly want to avoid.
MONDAY,JANUARY
surgery
tolerate
FOR
to
p.m. For information call 759ing muscles that have had
least amount of difficulty.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV'
29,1979
1792 or 753-9261.
If a person has the oppor- recent incisions.
Someone may not measure
What kind of day will
For example, in your case,
tunity to eliminate fat, it is
up to your standards, but it
To find out what
be?
tomorrow
Murray.State Men's Racer better not to be fat before I certainly wouldn't recomcould be your testing attitude
the stars say, read the
Basketball Team will meet surgery. If a person is obese, mend any sit-ups or anyyour birth
that keeps them at a disadfor
given
forecast
more
much
thing that would pot a strain
Tennessee Tech in a game at the surgery is
Accent
clear
vantage.
Sign.
of
likelihood
on the abdominal muscles
7:30 p.m. at the MSU difficult. The
thinking.
complications during or af- until they have completely
Fieldhouse. The Murray Lady
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
ter surgery are definitely recovered and your doctor
Racers will meet the increased.
14
1
Apr. 191 4Y8
to
(Nov.
22 to Dec. 21) )°?'
(Mar.
21
has told you it's all right to
A film on "What Do You
University of Louisville at 5:15
I would suspect from your do this sort of thing.
Today the social scene
There may be a side to a
Think"
will
be
'shown
at
the
letter which indicates you
Post-operatively, one of
p.m.
friend's personality that
begins to pale. You'll want to
the best exercises most peo- meeting of the Murray PreRemain
you.
disturbs
spend some time by yourself
ple can do is a gentle walk. School Co-op on Monday, Jan.
suspicious, until you have
without exactly knowing why.
Being able to get outside and 29, at 7 p.m. in the pre-school
Includes:
reason to feel otherwise.
Retreat gracefully.
walk around and enjoy life is co-op room near Dr. Charles
CAPRICORN
Salad
a good tonic for speeding up May's office on the Murray
TAURUS
( Dec. n to Jan. 19) Vi
recovery.
Drink
REFINISHING 8. CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Not everyone will see things
I am sending you The State University campus.
Custom Built Furniture
In
the
film
can
talk
Dr.
Though
you
David
Potato
your way now, but be content
Health Letter, number 11-4,
Refinishing 8 Repairs
business over with friends,
The Pancreas: Your En- Elkind, a psychologist at the
with the fact that some people
Toast
zyme Organ. It will give you University of Rochester, init'll be hard to actually get
do. Avoid confrontation over
All-American Beef
Sold Bross Hardware
more information about pan- terviews six children with two
them to pitch in and help you
minor issues.
Also
CENTER
SHOPPING
BEL-AIR
creatitis and what causes it. each in early, middle,
Custom Built Ki tchen Cabinets or
with the work.
AQUARIUS
and late
Other readers who want this
GEMINI
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
issue can send 50 cents with childhood. This viewing exA talk helps re financial
Without Tearing Them Out
a
long, stamped, self-ad- perience will help the viewer (May 21 to June 201
Murr.i%
49/ ear
tixv 611 4
.
Check with those at a
matters, but not everyone is
dressed envelope for it. Send identify some of the difdistance for needed inlaying their cards on the table.
ferences in thought patterns
formation, but a business
Await further developments.
understand
and to
barriers
luncheon may have to be
ffilWe've'GotA GreatIdea For Your Weekend!
PISCES
between child and adult. The
canceled or proves to be un- ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
16rnm film is in color and is 32
616 Sayer West!
satisfactory.
If you're not sure whether to
minutes in length.
keep something to yourself,
YOU'LL BELIEVE lb,.
Admission is free and all
CANCER
consult with an impersonal
A MAN CAN FLY Noe ION
parents and interested perto July 22)
21
adviser.
Self-examination
(June
SUPERMAN
sons are urged to attend, a coHenry W Filock
You're in the mood for leads to a better self-image
MARION BRAND°
op spokesman said. The
RPIECE
GENE HACKMAN 141.
domestic
now.
but
concerns
travel,
regular business meeting will
of ANIMATION...
may take priority, You can
(late Show Fri Sat. ri:gi Adult IntoeteiroNerri
follow the showing of the film.
YOU BORN TODAY are
still check out schedules and
II or over only
contact those at a distance. nervous, tempermental, and
idealistic. A true Aquarian.
fINE3
LEO
64 Mariam WWII
moot°
, 7:IS,9:15k 2:30 Sun
you are attracted to public
(July 23 to Aug. 22)/2
LIVERS GIRL
4141
Some business dealings may service and humanitarian
Cuerr BASTV1000
Mr. and Mrs. David Livers,
When we prepare your return, we stand
WILL TURN YOU
214 Woodlawn, Murray, are require a reappraisal of facts pursuits. Ahead of your time,
VE
*
0C
behind our work. So if the IRS should call
'EVERY WHICH WAY
and figures. Sidestep con- you are easily misunderstood
the parents of a baby girl, Jan
,11,1.1Some huilwer•BUT LOOSE'
and don't expect and others often interpret
troversy
you in, H&R Block will go along with you at
Allison, weighing sever),
immediate results.-..,.
your originality as ecno charge. Not as your legal representative,
pounds
nine
ounces, VIRG()
it
centricity
( which
Fr
'
a 011011AV t"
measuring 19/
3
4 inches, born
but to answer any questions about how your
Titre Titer
‘*.- slimetimes is). Find a creative
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Fri.,
se.,
s...1
Nit., Sea.
on Thursday, Dec. 28, at 10:37
30 &
[9:N wiry 1
taxes were prepared. That's another reaYou're not in the mood to outlet for your futuristic
MoiF,,s
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Ine111111111111Meleee OPINID
Richard
account for your spending thoughts, and you will thereby
er11111111101114,
son why we should do your taxes...which- .
County Hospital.
_
Dreyfuss..
habits, and won't. However, succeed in art, music, and
ever
form you use, short or long.
The father is manager at the
Ninele‘Wirw
nothing upsets you to the point writing. You can be a valuable
Private Detective
Northside IGA Store.
where you can't accomplish spokesman for any cause you
...so Ito figure
Grandparents are Mr. and
believe in and will succeed in
daily tasks.
Mrs
.._ James Livers and Mr, /-434A_,
any endeavor that measures
XI
11
eth
B
and 'Mrs. Macon Rickman, all (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
up to your ideals. Birthdate
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
of Murray. Great grandPaddy
Chayefsky.
A moody co-worker could of:
parents are Mr. and Mrs. F.si cast a spelt of gloom over the playwright; Swedenborg,
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri 9-5 Sat.
Rickman and Mr. and Mrs.
work scene today, but you'll Swed. religious philosopher,
NOttSei RETRO
Tilghman Barrow, all of
still be able to go about your and William Mc Kinky, U.S.
No Appointment Necessary Appls. Available)
president.
own business.
Murray
Saturday. January 27
Girl Scout Cookie Sale will
begin today and for orders
persons may call Diane
Spurlock,753-9734.

Monday.January 29
Singles Unlimited will meet
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m. Dr. Vernon Gantt of
the Speech and Hearing
Department, Murray State
University, will speak on
"Words Are Meaningless."
This is open to all single adults
over 18 years of age.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Standing Rules
For Baby-sitting
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Gentle walk after operation

souday Special

Pre-School
Co-Op To See
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Chopped Steak Meal
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"If the IRS
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Mutray Business News Briefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

s Kentucky Liquor Storage Tax Too High?

uld
it e

the
air.
the
MtNow -

Helen Spann and Russell Spurlock, sales associates of Loretta Jobs Realtors, have
recently successfully passed their state exam and obtained their associate broker's
license.'This accomplishment of continuing education and advancement in the field
of real estate is just one way that our associates _can better serve the public," said
Loretta lobs in making the announcement. Both Mr. Spurlock and Mrs. Spann are
members of the local, state, and national real estate associations and _serve locally as
chairman of Education and Program Committees,
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Dr. Outland
Appointed To

Is marnage an outmoded institution that should be abolished?
Despite the fact that today almost
half the women age 20 to 24 and 64
percent of men the same age have
never married. a recent study by the
American Council of Life Insurance found that voung Americans
Larry D. Wright, Vice
rontrnue-urhave favnratrle atntude PresidWrit of SecuritylredMIT •
toward marriage.
Savings & Loan Association
A recent Council survey of announced today that Dr. J. D.
young people between 14 and 25 Outland was appointed to the
year' old found 76 percent ex- Board of Directors of Security.,
pressing a positive view toward_
F
However,-youftg-people -tualav are sornew hat less-Lai:arable
toward marriage than in 1974,
when 82 percent had a generall
favorable attitude.
The proportion of' young people
who feel "marriage is a great
thin... declined from 36 percent in
1974 to 32 percent toda). the
Council notes. And when asked if
marriage is'an outmoded institution
that should he abolished, three percent agreed in 1974 while four percent agree today .

Board Of
Directors

we,

too

The state that made
bourbon famous is taxing the
producers of its distilled
spirits out of the state.
industry
That's
what
spokespersons say, and their
observations are supported by
comparative tax figures from
surrounding states and
statistics showing a steady
decline in both the number of
bonded warehouses in Kentucky and the barrels of spirits
stored in those warehouses
over the past 15 years.
The villain, according to the
distillers, is Kentucky's ad
valorem tax on whiskey in
storage, which is assessed
each year at the rate of $1.15
per $100 sorth of value. In
contrast, Thdiana's rate is 12
cents per $100 of assessed
value; Ohio does not tax
spirits only in the state for
storage purposes and Pennsylvania criarges no tax at all.
And what is perceived as an
unfairly heavy tax burden on
spirits in storage "rankles

PSR Computer Services in Murray announces the
promotion of William H -Bud" Hodge to the newly created
position of Manager, Systems Consulting. Mr. Hodge was
formerly Manager, Data Processing.
Mr. Hodge is a 1972 graduate of Murray State University
with a B.S. Degree in Physics and Mathematics.
Mr. Hodge's new responaibilities will include system
analysis, custom programming and development of new
systems for clients with existing in-house computers.
This division of psa will enable the company to offer a
wider range of services to computer users throughout the
Midwest.
Mr. Hodge and his wife, Kathy, reside on Route 6, Murray.
She is employed as Public Relations Director at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Bazzell Named Consultant
The Sherwin-Williams
Company recently announced
that Marilyn Bazzell has been
appointed Decorating Consultant to the Murray Kentucky Sherwin-Williams Store
located in the Southside
Shopping Center.
Mrs. Bazzell Joined Sherwin-Williams in October with
eight years experience in
residential and commercial
•

interior decorating.
A graduate of Calloway
County High School, Marilyn
also holds an executive
business degree, has studied
art at Murray State University and is presently studying
interior design.
Mrs. Bazzell is VicePresident of the Calloway
Homemaker
County
orp ointion. Fria_

For Those Who Want The Best

ROY HARMON
Kitchen and Bath
Complete Design and
Installation Service

For Samples &
Estimates Call

753-4124
Or Visit Our Shop Off South 4th at The Drive-In Theatre.
( Approximately 1 Week Service)

Dr. J.D. Outland
Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Murray and
Mayfield. Dr. Outland also
serves on the Advisory Board
of Security Federal's Murray
Office.
Dr. Outland has been very
active in community offices
and has served on the Airport
Board for ten years and now is
a member of the Murray City
Council. Dr. Outland and his
Marilyn Bazzell
wife, Kay, and their three
office she was Secretarychildren - Julie, Sharon, and
Treasurer for three years, and
David reside at 1108 Ciralso holds the office of
carama Dr., Murray.
President of the Coldwater
Homemakers
organization.
She is Democrat chairwoman
This page is
in her precinct and served as
Democrat youth chairperson
written for
for four years, a member of
and sponsored
the Murray Art Guild, ACWW,
by the Murray
and FTC. She has served on
Business
committies for PTC,extension
Co.
council,
Calloway
Community
Womew's Division Fiar, Heart
Fund Drive, Red Cross Drive,
and Bi-Centinnial National
Center for Volunteer Action.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Russell Spurlock
Helen Spann
William Hodge
Marilyn Bazzell
Dr. J. D. Outland

Auto
policy
expiring:
You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare

Allstate

(the producers) more than
there were 18 distillers and 28
anything else," says Frank
bonded warehouses.
Dailey, executive director of
-While the drop in the
the Kentucky Distillers
Umber of distillers is parAssociation.
"tally accounted for by
The producers say this is a
mergers, the drop in the
major reason for the steady
number of bonded warehouses
decline, since 1962, of the is mostly accounted for by the
amount of distilled spirits relocation of such facilities in
stored in Kentucky facilities other states that have lower or
for aging and pre-distribution
no state taxes on spirits in
processing. In 1962, Kentucky
storage, according to the
reached its post-Prohibition
distillers.
high of the amount of distilled
And they say the trend is
spirits in storage, amounting continuing, pointing to adto almost 9 million barrels. ditional closings that occurred
With only slight upward
in 1978. Figures for last year
fluctuations in a taw years are not yet available, but
since 1962, .the total figures among the closings announced
have declined to 5.2 million
year
were
during the
barrels in storage at the end of Seagram's storage facilities in
1977.
Athertonville and Schenley's
And the number of distillers George T. Stagg Distillery at
with bonded warehouses in the
Bardstown.
state, as well as the number of
The plant supervisor of the
such facilities, has also Athertonville operation, in
declined in those 15 years. In
LaRue County, said the high
1962, 27 distilling companies Kentucky liquor storage tax
owned storage facilities in 52 was the culprit in the decision
Kentucky locations. By 1977, to tear down three storage

buildings there. Schenley had
not produced liquor at the
Bardstown distillery since
1955 but had been warehousing
distilled spirits there until the
decision to phase out the
last
storage operations
summer.
Defenders of the state's ad
valorem tax point out that the
localities — often the smaller
population areas of the state
largest
the
are
—
beneficiaries of the tax
revenues so that local
business operations are
financing local services. Of
the $1.15 tax on each $100 of
assessed value of the stored
spirits, 31 cents goes to the
state and the remainder of the
localities.
Under a Kentucky Court of
Appeals ruling, spirits in
storage are considered goods
in the process of manufacture,
and --thus subject to the ad
valorem tax. Mr. Dailey of the
distillers association points
out that all other industrial

goods are exempt from local
taxation.
Moreover, he says, the high
rate is unfair to the industry,
illustrated by the fact that
Kentucky taxes its other two
starboarder industries at
drastically lower rates; both
race horses and tobaapo are
taxed at pennies or fractions
of pennies per $100 assessed
value.
8
MARKET DIRECTION OF
KENTUCKY STOCKS LAST
WEEK: Moderately upward.
Biggest gainers: Begley Drug
(NYSE), to 131.from 1214;
Brown-Forman ( AMEX), to
35111 from 33; Glenntore
(AMEX), to 2774 from 25'1.
Greatest declines: First
National (OTC), to 30% from
311'4; Lincoln Income (OTC),
to 15 from 16,t; Texas gas
Transmission Corp. (NYSE),
to 3851. from 39.

Weight Watchers Reduce... Heart Fund Profits
can give voluntarily
Weight Watchers members of the Heart Fund in both members
in each of our
campaign
the
to
In Murray are contributing states of $3,000.
classes if they choose. We are
their fat to the Heart Fund
"It's our hope that we will really enthused about this
during February.
break that mark in this drive and • we know our staff
Mrs. Morrissey and members will reflect our
The Heart Fund doesn't campaign,"
smia "
hilehand. and I„‘011, -ftr*fiettiged_ soppertml',—
,iad
y
want-wrist;
make the donation. Our
Each local organization will
Weight Watchers Director
are
we
"What
Morrissey.
Kay
going to do is contribute five "That's right! I got my new
cents for every pound our
financed from the sarn
members lose in Kentucky
piace I got my Shedd..."
and Southern Indiana durtitU
that month."

be credited with a donation
which is determined by weight
losses in the Weight Watchers
classes in that area.
Weight Watchers in Murray
is held every Monday at 6:30
pan,in tha-Firat•Posb4Iteruen
Church, 1601 Main Street.

SANK NOTES

Mrs. Morrissey added:
"This is a dramatic way to
the
close
emphasize
association we feel with the
Heart Fund, since obesity is
one of the major causes of
heart attacks."
The last time the Weight
Watchers organization participated in the Heart Fund a
total of 71,522 pounds were lost
by members in the two-state
area. This resulted in a
donation to the local chapters

A child guidance expert
believes thatchildren
should be allowed to
start making spending
decisions by the age of
or 3. The child who must
choose between candy
and ice cream realizes
that money is limited
and that planning can
by Bill Boyd
disapprevent
pointment.
Saving for future purchases can prevent disappointment, too. Make regular deposits in your
savings account with us.

(."
"MFA Insurance!"
FoirconsenstramAnhn.emsandowonce
hk health home
Su at your larnay s needs
post look to MEA Insurance
and car
'o,elr e you'
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You Wouldn't. Because The Murray Ledger & Times is
maintenance free. It doesn't require antennas. Picture
tubes. Push button controls. Or horizontal adjustments.
But while being uncomplicated The Murray Ledger &
Times is pretty darn sophisticated. It deliver more news,
weather and sports than any TV set on the market. And if
that's not enough you can read stock market reports, movie
reviews, editorials, fashion tips, cooking hints, health care
advice and just about any other subject that tickles your
fancy.
Your TV may have solid state. But we've got it beat. With
solid statement.
Call us at 753-1916 to start your subscription

You're in good handi.
Allstate Iruorance Co Now

•

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley
The

Murray Insurance
Agency
153-4751
eel-Air Cooler

Murray
Ledger
& Times

T.P. Delaney Jr.,
Circulation Mgr.
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Letter To The Editor

Humanely.Speaking

Says Progress Made

'I WISH / WERE MI BRoTWER.'S KEEPER'
By. Judy Maupin

Echoes From The Past
(A Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and .familv notes.)

Hainsworth Family History
surrounded with a numerous posterity,
For the last few weeks, we have
which is a great comfort to me. At
followed the journey of a family who
times the clouds of sorrow will hover
migrated from North Carolina to
over me. Then I call on my father for
Kentucky, with the aim of settling new
help and he is sure to comfort me.
country and improving financial
Leaving Kentucky. We bade farewell
conditions for the family. But the desire
to all kindred, which was a sad affair,
for new land was not the only reason for
especially to father and mother
ethe migrations of families from the
esgernilarts_of our country to the west,
---Xhother major one was—a dare te flert
from religious persecution and enjoy
the right to live and worship in the way
each person believed.
For the next few weeks, I will be
borrowing from Dr. Jerome Hain- - litYears
sworth's book about his mother, Mima Jane Child Hainsworth. This book is a
Snow started falling about dark
family history- and, genealogy, but
yesterday and continued well into the
more, it tells of the struggles of a
morning to drape the county bringing
religious group, the Mormons, to find a
about a flurry of meeting canellations,
place where they could live and worship
closing all the schools, and bringing
without harrassment. This family
motorists to a halt.
eventually settled in Utah, as did many
Deaths reported include Rep. Robert
others of their persuasion, but they also
Ashton (Fats) Everett, 54, and Harvey
passed through Calloway County on the
Wheeler, 78.
way. And, in the case of Dr. HainFirst Lt. Douglas A. Digger, nephew
sworth, after some generations, they
of Fred Enoch of Hazel, has been lulled
returned to Kentucky to stay.
This material is taken from a diary
kept by Martha Payne Jones Thomas
who was born Feb. 20, 1808, in Sumner
County, Tennessee.
The Male Quartet of Muray State
"I feel it a duty I owe to my family to
College composed of Chuck Render,
give them a sketch of my life, so that
Ben Garwood, Bill Nettleton, and
they can trace our family history after I
Chuck Asmus presented a musical
am gone.
program at the meeting of the Murray"In the year 1812, my father, Isaac
Lions Club held at the Lynn Grove High
Jones, enlisted under General Jackson
School with the dinner being served by
to go to New Orleans, to fight for our
the ladies of the Lynn Grove Methodist
county. There he lost his life. Three
Church.
years later my mother, Polly Ogelsbye
Jones, married Isaac Pierce. She died
Buchanan, David Wall, and
the next year, leaving me and my three- ---Kenny Lynn were first, second, and
little brothers alone. We were cantled
•
—ablaut trtm..vtare-trr ptate-for .severiple=
A..-years, our uncle William Jones seeirig
0
to us all he could.
On Feb. 3, 1826, I married your
The largest mid-semester graduating
father, Daniel Stillwell Thomas. In 1827
class in the history of Murray State
we moved to Kentucky. In 1835 we
College has been recorded as 49
heard the gospel preached in its true
students made applications for
light by Elder Wilford'Woodruff. We
degrees, according to Cleo
Gillis
believed and -obeyed the same, for it
Hester, registrar at MSC.
was the true plan of Salvation then as it
S. S. Haffley, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
is now.
Tennessee Valley Authority wiring
In 1837 we moved to Missouri, but the
specialist and secretary of the recently
evil one determined the Saints should
not stay there.
February 14, 1839 we started across
the prairie with five children. The snow
was about six inches deep. We had but
A committee from the College
one pair of shoes for the little ones.
Addition, an unincorporated suburb of
In the spring of 1840, we moved to
the city of Murray, met with the
Nauvoo (Illinois); there we stayed six
Murray City Council on Monday and
years. The Saints in the depths of
discussed combining the two areas
poverty built a city and a beautiful
under one government.
Temple to the God of Heaven. He acDark tobacco sales rose to a new high
cepted it and thousands were blessed
average on the Murray floors on Jan. 25
therein. But the devil could not sit still
when 27,750 pounds sold for $2,702.83 for
and see the Saints prosper.
a day's average of $9.74.
In 1846 we started for the mountains
Deaths reported this week include
without purse or script, wagon or team.
Vessie Hazel McClard, 35, Mrs.
We had our two selves and eight
Rebecca Key Huie, 67, Wilson Kenchildren. In 1847 we buried our oldest
nedy, 19, Gordon Jacobs, 21, Mrs,
son in Florence.
Martha Jane Lee, 89, Charlie Ford, and
In 1849 we landed in the vallies
Jerry Mac Jones, 3 months.
(probably Utah). Who could not
Laurine James, 13, eighth grade
acknowledge the hand of God in our
student from Kirksey School, spelled
deliverance? In 1853, we moved to Lehi
the word, original, to become spelling
(Utah).

Thomas. They belonged to the Church
but were too old to stand the journey.
Brother Woodruff had blessed them
and said they would yet stand in Zion.
So they did, for we sent for them and in
the fall they came by water. They soon
lied and were buried side by side on
.ong Creek, Missouri. Father was a

Revolutionary
soldier
under
Washington. He was 84 years old and
mother 78. This ends 1837.
Next week, we will retrace the steps
of this Mormon family as they leave
Kentucky and head for their Promised
Land.

Looking Back
Ago

!
(.0iftAP
ill'

in combat in Vietnam.
Mrs. Gussie Adams has been
presented with her certificate for 25
ears service by the Director of the
Selective Service. She is executiv.e
secretary of Local Board No. 10 with
offices in the Postoffice Building.
Donna Jones, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Donald E. Jones, has been named

as chairman of the Business and
Industry Campaign for the 1969 March
of Dimes. She is a senior at Murray
High School and president of the Tri-HiY Club.
Births reported include twin boys to
Capt and Mrs. James F. Rains and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Nelson,
both on Jan. 17.

20 Years Ago

ears

Thovghts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
.1;
.
p Occasionally we find a religious
4thinker who can express the truths of
the mystic in words that we "ordinary"
folks can understand. One such man
- was the late Jewish scholar and
• philosopher Abraham Heschel (19071972).
What follows is Heschers attempt to
. explain the root of religion:
'• There is no answer in the world for
man's ultimate wonder at the
world. There is no answer In the
self to man's ultimate wonder at
the self...The world Is a mystery,•
question, not an answer...Religion
Is the result of what man does with
his ultimate wonder, with the
moments of awe, with the sense of
mystery.
This passage was taken from
Neschel, God in Search of Man New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
19551.

New Concord. High tean1 scorers were
Holdman with 12 for Reidland,
Ferguson and Overbey with 11 each for
Almo, Smith with 20 for Farmington,
Tarry with 15 for Lynn Grove, Lee with
14 for Murray High, and Stubblefield
with 13 for New Concord.

formed TVA Adequate Wiring Bureau,
spoke at the meeting sponsored by the
Murray and Benton Electric Systems.

Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Collie.
F. N. Kennedy was honored at two
special events in celebration of his 79th
birthday by members of his family.

New officers of the Calloway County
Woman's Medical Auxiliary are
Maurine Hopson, Betty Hahs, Elizabeth
Hart, and Hontas Houston.
Births reported include a girl, Vivian

Boone Cleaners this week is advertising car coats cleaned for 79 cents
each.

Folger's coffee is listed as selling for
57 cents per pound in the ad for
Blalock's Grocery this week.

40 Years Ago

Murray Ledger & Times

On June 27, 1878, D. S. Thomas, your
father, was buried. This leaves me
standing in the midst of the Saints
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third place winners in the Pinewood
Derby held by Pack 90 of the Cub
Scouts.
Rosezella Outland, president of the
Murray Toastmistress Club, presided
at the meeting held at the Health
Center. Sadie Nell Jones was topic
mistress. Plans for the annual speech
contest were made.
In high school basketball games
Reidland beat Almo, Farmington beat
Lynn Grove, and Murray High beat
•- -

Funny World

.•

Someone hauling a pool table around
in his car trunk stopped in the middle of
the night at. a Bay City, Mich., intersection, deposited the table in the
street, drove around the block and ran
smack dab into it, police say. Officers
stopped a heavily- damaged car. twoblocks from the shattered table at 1.30
a.m. Thursday. The officers, who
ticketed David M. Berg for reckless
driving, were puzzled as to the motive
in the case. (Bay City Times)

champion of Calloway County and to be
eligible to represent The Ledger &
Times for the annual Courier-Journal
and Times state wide spelling bee in
April. Runnerup was Eva Mae
Williams, 14, from Macedonia School.
Hazel Linn, Almo, was third, and Ricke
Clark, Faxon, was fourth.
Charlotte Jordan, Isabella Beech
Waldrop, Alice Bea Roberts, and
Charles Thomas Yarbrough are local
persons among the 11 seniors seeking
degrees from Murray State College on
Jan. 30.
Officers and directors of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau are F.

G. Neale, R. A. WalstOn, S W. Askew,
W. B. Patterson, E. P. Jones, Harvey
Dixon, E. L. Kuykendall, and M. H.
Hill.
Births reported this week include
twin boys to Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Joyce, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Farmer, and
a boy to Mr. aind Mrs. Rudolph Futrell.
Members of the basketball team for
the Murray Training School Colts,
along with their coach, Clifton Thurman, are pictured this week. They
include G. C. Miller, Ben Boggess, Billy
Lipford, Oliver Hood, Richard Armstrong, Wells Lovett, Wade Graham,
William Everett Dunn, Gene Graham,
Guthrie Thurman, and'Hugh Perdue.

50 Years Ago
Roofs were torn out, many minor
objects outside were blown away, and
damage done to telephone and light
wires in the tail end of a storm that hit
the area on Jan. 18.
An average of $13.13 per hundred
weight was reported for the sale of the
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market this week.
..
•
Deaths reported thrii
Incligle Robert Robinson, 65, William H
Christenberry, 74, Robert M. Rowland,
(10, Mrs Reblcca Bailey, 84, Robert D.

Health against a f ling of too much
Lee, 72, Mrs. Maud Wall, Mrs. Jennie
optimism.
Prec tionary
and
McCuiston, Dumas Scott, 63, Hubert
preventive measuresIphould be rigidly
Stone, 3 weeks, Rubena McDaniel, 10,
maintained to preven re-infections or
Mrs. J. C. Denham, 84, Ed Hicks, 56,
renewed intensity of the flu wave which
Rubene Bonner, 9, and Steve Wilkerhas frequently occurred in the past.
son, 50.
Births reported this week include a
Calloway -farmers in the dairy
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts, a
business will be pleased to learn that
girl to Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Camp, and a
their local market for milk, the Murray
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Smith.
Milk Products, is paying two cents
In high school basketball games
more a pound for butterfat than the
Almo beat Murray TEO with Hurt high
plants "iif the Borden and Carnation
for Almo with 9 points and T. Doran for
companies in Tennessee. The price
Murray with 7 points.
being paid here is 66 cents per pound.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Although the influenza epidemic is
subsiding in Kentucky, the public has "State Street Sadie" starring Conrad
been warned by the State Board of ,Nagel and Myrna Loy.

They haunt me — two beautiful calico
kittens, healthy and alert, starving for
affection. They used to reach out
through the wire of their cage at the
animal shelter when I'd come to feed
them, reaching out as if to say, "Pet
me. Hold me. I promise you a lifetime
of love if you'll only take me home with
you!"
But I couldn't take them home. I'd
alreadx.clone that several times, and
now there was no room for more
homeless animals — no matter how
healthy and appealing — no matter how
desperate they were for homes.
We kept the kittens at the shelter for
several weeks while we tried to find
homes for them. We kept them much
longer than we normally keep animals
which do not find owners. Each time I
went to the shelter I hoped against hope
that someone had adopted them. But
•ach time I went there, they were still
locked in their cage, bidding for affection, warm and playful. When I held
them in my arms, they looked up at me
trustingly and purred contentedly. I
could not help but marvel at the Creator
who had fashioned them so wonderfully
and perfectly!
One day when I went to the shelter
they were gone. Faced with the continuing avalanche of unwanted kittens,
the shelter had had to face the decision
it had postponed so long. No one wanted
the kittens. Room had to be made for
others, and they had been "put to
sleep." Those wonderful, loving
creatures, so vital and full of life, were
dead.
Their deaths had come painlessly, of
course, but it is heartbreaking to have
to put healthy animals to sleep no
matter hose practical the justification
may be. When I think of them, and they
. come to mind at'odd Moments of. the
--thilfliirety--I
--di.* or 14151-;something could have been done tor
them. It is little comolation in those
moments to assure Eyself that we did
everything we could for them. The only
alternative for them and the thousands
of unwanted,surplus animals born each
year in the county would have been the
slow, agonizing death of the stray.
But there is a more humane solution
to the problem. How much better it
would have been if the two kittens and
the countless other unwanted kittens
and puppies had never been born in the
first place! How much better it would
have been if pet owners had exercised
their responsibility to spay their
animals!
"I find good homes for my kittens and
puppies," owners argue. Even if that is
so, these same owners are insuring that
other offspring will not find homes by
allowing their animals to breed without
restriction. While the puppies and
kittens their pets produce every few
months take up some of the limited
number of good homes available, other
less fortunate and unwanted animals
die the cruel death of the stray or wind
up at the local animal shelter, pleading
daily for some visitor to take them
home and give them a chance for life.
More than half of these animals haven't
a chance despite our best efforts.
The responsibility rests with you. If
LOU pave a female dog or cat,won't_you
remember the two little calico kittens?
Won't you do your part for the cause of
kindness by having your pet spayed as
soon as possible? It is a simple
operation that will not harm the animal
or make her less desirable as a pet.
You'll find it less expensive — and
bothersome — in the long run to spay
her, and you'll give other kittens or
puppies the chance they so desperately
need.
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district needs additional revenue, that
I..• district should be able to demonstrate
;- the need with the ultimate decision
." being made jointly by the taxpayers
, and local officials.
A trurd proposal to emerge from the
Democratic Caucus for legislative
• approval was a resolution directing the
• Appropriations and Revenue Committee to review the income tax laws in
the state of Kentucky, and to provide to
the 1980 General Assembly a program

for the simplification and reduction of
state income taxes.
I personally believe that these three
proposals will provide substantial and
meaningful tax relief to the people of
Kentucky. The real estate tax, if
enacted, should show only marginal
relief initially but over the longrun
perhaps hundreds and possibly
thousands of dollars will be saved by
individual taxpayers in the state. Instead of property taxes rising at a rate
of 10 percent a year, as it has in recent
years, taxes would be frozen and would
not rise unless local officials and taxpayers decide an increase is in Order.
I believe that the people of Kentucky
can take pride in the action and performance of this Kentucky General
Assembly. Tax relief has been
requested and legislators, I believe,
have responded to that call in a very
responsible manner. As we continue
acting on other issues, I will attempt to
keep you informed. Again. I solicit your
opinion and advice.
Yours very truly,
Bobby H. Richardson

V X

Dear Editor:
The Kentucky General Assembly, in
the two weeks of this Special Session,
has made much progress toward
achieving tax relief objectives initiated
in the call. The Democratic Caucus,.in
:-, an effort to arrive at a consensus for the
House of Representatives, has hammered ()tit and introduced three major
legislative packages which I personally
believe will be well received by Kentuckians.
Our first proposal, which should not
come as much of a surprise, consists of
the elimination of sales tax on all
residential
utilities,
excluding
telephones. The projected loss in state
revenue is approximately 50 million
dollars over the remainder of this
budget period. I believe that the
legislature will vote for such a measure
• to respond to the public's expectations.
A second and more important
proposal to evolve from that Caucus,
was a bill to limit property taxes. We
are all aware that spiraling land values
- an resultingincreased assessments
have caused taxes on real estate to rise
high and swiftly over the course of
several years. To address that
problem, we have proposed a bill to
limit the total amount of revenues that
'taxing districts and the state can collect
from existing assessed property by
freezing taxes at their current level. We
have, however, provided an escape
valve for the different taxing districts.
If a taxing district, in its wisdom,
determines that a tax increase is
needed, its legislative body, after
holding public hearings, can increase •
.the tax. If more than 4 percent is
desired, the people in that district have
the right to refuse to allow the proposal
to go into effect by putting the question
• • of taxes above the 4 percent level on the
ballot. • I soundly believe in the theory
• that property taxes should not increase
4..iiittematicalir.vi

'Two Little
Kittens'

tss
Animals at Shelter
753-4141
1. Female part Doberman puppy,
about 2I-2 mOnths old
2. Male part Terrier pup, brown, 10
weeks old
3. Female black mixed breed puppy,
about 6 weeks
4. Female part Husky, gray and
white, 7 months old
5. Female Beagle, black and brown
6.'Male part Labrador Retriever,
black
7. Female part Shepherd, black and
brown
8. Female black kitten, about 4
months old
9. Male yellow cat
10. Female black and gray tiger
stripped cat
11. Spayed female calico cat
12. Female part Persian, black and
gray tiger striped
13. Male yellow part Persian
If you would like to join the Humane
Society or would like information about
its activities, please call the Animal
Shelter, 759-4141, or call 753-3994. Our
mailing address is 105 E. Sycamore
Ext. Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Bible Thought
...Go ye into all the world, and
preach the Gospel to every
creature. Mark 16:15.

Jesus' Great Commission is a
challenge to all of us to live the
Gospel every day

Sports
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Murray Stops Deberry, Gains Ballard Semifinals
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Ssi1t 51) lights nith Hickman County's Edward Deberry for a rebound in last night's first round action
,of the
Ballard County Invitational Tournament. Deberry scored 31 points, but Murray High won 47-44 .
Photo by Tony Wilson

Same Old Story
Motta Provides Excuses After Bullets Mauled
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
After you score 128 points
and lose by 14, after three
players combine for 105 points
against your team, after two
of your most potent weapons
are held to a combined 20
points, you say things like:
"They cause us problems."
"The only way to beat them
is to outscore them."
"We .didn't play good
enough defense to win this
game."
Those gems of wisdom came
from Washington Bullets
Coach Dick Motta Friday
night after his team lost 142128 to the Kansas City Kings in
-Thiittre-orNational Basketball
Association division leaders.
Otis Birdsong scored 39
points and Phil Ford and Scott
Wedman each had 33 as the
Midwest
Divison-leading
Kings rolled up their biggest
point total since Jan. 5, 1971,
when they were the Cincinnati
Royals.

At the same time, Kansas
City nullified the scoring
power of Washington's two big
men, Wes Unseld (9 points)
and Mitch Kupchak (11).
The NBA schedule Friday
night also matched, the other
two divison leaders. San
Antonio, on top of the Central
Division, whipped the Pacific
Divison-leading Seattle
SuperSonics 125-108.
Elsewhere in the NBA, New
Jersey topped New Orleans
110-104, Indiana downed
Boston 119-106, Sap Diego
defeated Chicago 107-91,
Denver beat Los Angeles 119107, Phoenix edged New York
108-107 and Philadelphia
shaded GOIdedgiiite 105-96.
Spurs 125,Sonics 108
San Antonio never trailed in
beating Seattle behind George
Gervin's 34 points. James
Silas and Larry Kenon each
added 20 points for San
Antonio, and center Billy
Pa Lutz scored 18.
Nets 110, Jazz 104

John Williamson came off
the bench to score 25 points
and help New Jersey hold off
New Orleans with several key
baskets in the late going as the
Nets won only their fifth game
in the past 15.
Pacers 119,Celtics 106
Johnny Davis had 28 points
to lead four Pacers with 22
points or more, and Indiana's
defense held Boston scoreless
for nearly five minutes in the
first quarter.
Nuggets 119, Lakers 107
David Thompson scored 32
points, including six slam
dunks, and helped a thirdperiod Denver rally as the
Nuggets broke .tbree-game.
losing streak.
Suns 108, Knicks 107
Walter Davis led a balanced
Phoenix scoring attack with 24
points, and the Suns shortcircuited a New York rally
that fell only seconds short.
76ers 105, Warriors 96
Philadelphia got off to a 30-
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and stuffed it back in for a
two-point Murray lead.
But Hickman County's
Roger Rhodes sank two free
throws to tie the score again
before Brad Taylor took over.
The senior Murray High guard
drove.,, Jlie right side and
launched a 15-foot baseline
jumper that fell through for a
46-44 Tiger advantage with 18
seconds left.
13 seconds later, Taylor iced
the Tigers' ninth win in 12
games by sinking one of two
free throws.
"We did everything we
wanted to do except hit the
free throws," said Hickman
County coach Dale Ray,
whose squad lost its second
game to Murray this season
and fell to 14-5. The Falcons
were coming off consecutive
wins
over
previouslyunbeaten Fulton County and
Fulton City.
The latter triumph came via
a 50-foot desperation attempt
by Rhodes with two seconds
left for a 57-56 finale.
"We didn't check off the
boards well late in the game,
especially on Harcourt's layup
there late, but we did a pretty
good job overall," Ray said.
Murray outpointed Hickman County by 10 points (3020) from the field, but the
Falcons put, up 21 more free
throws (33-12) and hit 15 more

Murray High 47, Hickman County 44
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
7 18 1 2 9 4 15
Howard Boone
4 8 4 4 4 4 12
Jeff Kursave
4 9 1 3 5 3 9
Brad Taylor
2 5 0 1 4 5 4
Ed Harcourt
2 9 0 0 1 5 4
Mike Bradshaw
1 4 1 2 1 3 3
Nick Swift
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Greg Latto
20 53 7 12 24 24 47
Totals
15 25 22 33 27 15 44
Hickman Co.
Hickman Co. - Edward Deberry,9 13-19 31; Allen Otis, 2 1-2
5; Roger Rhodes,0 6-86; Tim Dixon,0 2-2 2; Jim Berry 00-2 0.
15 9 5 15 - 44
Hickman Co.
12 6 13 16 - 47
Murray High

Tanner Cruises
Past McEnroe;
Ashe A Winner
RALPH BERNSTEIN
"He couldn't believe he'd lost
APSparta WriterY--- --- tattle-quarter-thrills."
PHILADELPHIA — Four of
McEnroe said he wasn't
the top 10 seeds — Jimmy feeling that great physically
Connors, Roscoe Tanner, 'or mentally. He said it was
Vitas Gerulaitis and Arthur hard to get up for a player like
Ashe — have advanced to Tanner — that it was easier to
today's semifinals of the play against a Connors or a$250,000', U.S. Pro Indoor Bjorn Borg.
Tennis Tournament.
"Sometimes you take a little
Connors eliminated Geoff too much for granted against a
Masters of Australia 6-3, 6-3; player like Tanner," McEnroe
Tanner stunned flamboyant said. "I wanted to play Jimmy
teenage star John McEnroe 7- (Connors) again. Tanner
6, 6-2; Gerulaitis ousted served well, but parts of his
Harold Solomon 6-2, 6-3, and game were suspect. I wasn't
Ashe upset Brian Gottfried 6- playing well, not returning
4, 7-5 in Friday's quarter-final well, not anticipating well. I
action.
was off balance, not getting
The 35-year-old Ashe at- good returns."
McEnroe never thought to
tributed his return to form in
serve
the last year to being a little give Tanner's bullet-like
eight
any
had
Tanner
credit.
wiser. He said he's learned not
against
the
service
aces
to hit everything as hard as
thirdseeded McEnroe.
possible.
Connors, ranked No. 1 in the
"I've regained my mental world as well as top seeded
toughness," said the veteran here, recognizes Tanner's
Ashe, who has been bothered service ability. He beat
with nagging injuries for some Tanner in the final here last
time. "When you recover year for the $40,000 first prize.
sufficiently, you just have to
"If he is serving well, I'll
get your confidence. You know Just be out there trying to get
you can hit the shots."
them back," Connors said.
The 10th-seeded Ashe said "His serve is the best part of
McEnroe couldn't believe the his game. My returns are the
ninth-seeded Tanner defeated best part of my game. We'll
him.
see who can keep it up for five
"He (McEnroe) walked sets (the semis are best-ofaround in circles," said Ashe. five-set matches)."
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By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va. — A Richmond television station said
Friday night that Chuck
Aleksinas, the 6-foot-11, 250pound starting basketball
center at Kentucky earlier
this season, may enroll at the
University of Richmond
between now and Monday.

be eligible to play basketball
next January.
Aleksinas, a starter as a
sophomore, recently quit the
team
white
Kentucky
averaging 11.5 points and 6.5
rebounds per game.
Before he signed with
Kentucky, Aleksinas was
recruited for Richmond by
Coach Carl Slone, who was
fired at the end of the 1977-78
season and replaced this year
by Loti GQetz.
Haney said it is known that
Aleksinas and his family spent
two days this week at the
University of Richmond.

Tourney Games
Are Cancelled
Murray High's scheduled
game (11 a.m.) with Marshall
County this morning in the
semifinals of the Ballard
County Invitational Tournament was moved to Monday
night because of inclement
weather.

The Tigers' game was to
precede the other semifinal
contest — Mayfield against
Carlisle County — at 12:30
p.m. The doubleheader
Monday is tentatively set to
begin at 6 p.m. See story, this
page.
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INSULATION
The best way to save the most electricity is to
insulate your home. Compared to a home with no
insulation, one with full insulation can reduce
heating costs by half, cooling costs by one-third.
Put at least R-19 in the attic and R-11 under the
floor. If you can only insulate one area, make it
the ceiling to cut off heat's main escape route.
For new homes, we recommend Super Saverstandards-R-30 in the attic and R-19 in the walls
and under the floor.
For complete information about insulation and
how you can install it yourself, ask your power
distributor for a copy of INSTALLING HOMF,

jNsimAnort.
("R" refers to the ability of a matzrial to resist
the flow of heat. The higher the R-number, the
greater the insulating value.)

Murray Electric
.-System

Fish Dinner
$279
Was Mistakenly Priced
As 12.49 In Friday's Paper

Richmond May
Get Aleksinas

8.
410.00.41!;:zr)
u

All You
Can Eat

D & W Auto Supply

this season, at 62-all with only
one second left.
Chris Orr grabbed a tip by a
teammate off a jump ball at
his free throw circle, whirled
and shoved a wild attempt at
the basket as the horn sounded. It banked off the glass
and fell through, sending
Marshal fans into dreamland
and the Marshals into the
semifinals.
Mayfield takes on Carlisle
County in the other semifinal
game. The doubleheader is
tentatively set to begin at 6
p.m.

IlksFrOrip,...
.
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*Correction*
Captain D's

—

Taylor chipped in nine.
Hickman County outshot the
Tigers from field, hitting 15-of25 tries for 60 percent. Murray
High sank 20 of 53 for 38
percent.
The Tigers will attempt to
avenge a 71-62 setback
Monday when they face
Marshall County. But the
Marshals may well have
considered themselves lucky
to even have been in this
morning's round.
They were deadlocked with
St. Mary, a team which had
already beaten them twice

Rich Haney, sportscaster
for station WTVR, declined to
_
disclose.:The anunce of- his
Boone scored 13 of his 15 report and said it probably
points in the second half to would be denied. But he said
lead the Tigers and grabbed Aleksinas, if he enrolls at
nine rebounds, also tops. Jeff Richmond, will do so in time to
Kursave added 12 points and

SPONSORED BY THE

Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee's

is a
the
4o.

16 lead after one period,
behind the 10 points and eight
rebounds of center Caldwell
Jones, and cruised to an easy
victory. Jones wound up with
17 points and 19 rebounds.

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
LA CENTER, Ky. — The
Hickman County game plan
was simple: let Edward
Deberry have it, then watch
the show. And the halftime
score/ It was Deberry 22,
Murray High 18.
But the plan faltered in the
second half. With Deberry
double- and sometimes tripleteamed when he got the ball,
he was limited to nine points.
That fact and clutch Murray
High shooting earned the
Tigers a 47-44 victory over the
Falcons that pushed them into
the semifinals of the Ballard
County Invitational Tournament.
Originally set for 11 a.m.
this morning, the semifinals
have been pushed up to
Monday night due to inclement weather. They will
face Marshall County, a 62-60
victor over St. Mary in the
upper bracket's first game
last night.
Deberry scored all but two
of Hickman County's 24 points
after a half, and the Falcons
led 24-18. But the Tigers
outpointed Hickman 13-5 in the
third quarter to take a 31-29
edge. The best, though, was
yet to come.
The fourth quarter saw
threee ties before Deberry
drew his fifth personal foul
exited-with Ll _laft,Lta,
play and the score deadlocked
at 42-all.
Ed Harcourt rebounded
Howard Boone's subsequent
missed free-throw attempt

401 Olive

7S3-S312
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McGee Grabs

Star Bargaining

Andy Williams
Tourney Lead
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
SAN DIEGO - Jerry
McGee has restructured his
golfing philosophy.
"I want to win," said the
quick-quipping guy, the
second-round leader in the
$250,000 Andy Williams-San
Diego Open Golf Tournament.
"I have the talent, the
desire, everything that is
negded to win. Maybe my
goals have not been as high as
they should have been."
So McGee, who fired a nobogey, 5-under-par 67 Friday,
,is changing things.
All my life I've wanted to
be a consistent player. I think
I've achieved that. I am a
consistent player. But I'm not
a winner," he said.
He's won only twice in his 13
years of tour activity, but has
been a consistent moneywinner, averaging more than
$100,000 a year for the last four
seasons.
Now my goals are set a lot
higher," he said, his face
uncharacteristically grim. "I
want to win.
"I'm in position to win this

By the Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - Dave
Parker has entered the big
money realm of Rice &
Rose, and now the Pittsburgh Pirates await
production to match his
paychecks.
"I have big plans for the
coming season. I'd like to
win the Triple Crown and
possibly play in the World
Series," Parker said
Friday after announcing
he'd agreed on a fiveyear
Pact.
Terms weren't disclosed,
but it's estimated that the
total package is worth $4
million to $5 million.
"It's not a policy for us to
let that be known, but I'm
very
content,"
said
Parker, 27, winner of two
straight National League
batting titles and the NI

golf tournament. That's the
only thing that's on my mind. I
may have been too complacent, let myself get too
lackadaisical before.
"If I can get geared to make
the cuts, make the money,
then I can
ared to win a
golf tourna3
.
/
1
"This week it's my turn. I
feel it's my turn to win. And
I'm gonna win the golf tournament."
McGee, whose short game
has been the bane of his
golfing life, had a phenomenal
day around the greens in his
second-round effort, which
gave him a 138 total. 6 shots
4ainder par, and a 1-stroke lead
over first-round leader
Tommy Aaron.
Bill Kratzert and Gil
Morgan, the No. 2 moneywinner last season, were
another 2 shots back at 141.
Kratzert shot a 68 in the
bright, sunny weather and
Morgan had a 67.
Jerry Pate, Jim Colbert and
Grier Jones followed at 142.
Colbert had a 67, Pate 70 and
Jones a 71.

Parker's Final Day
Earns First Prize
In Bass Tournament
. By the Associated Press
CLEWISTON, Fla. - A 16pound catch in the final round
enabled Hank Parker of
Clover, S.C., to win the
National Bass Association's
Florida National Tournament
at Lake Okeechobee.
Parker earned $3,500 cash in
addition to a new boat, trailer
and accessories.
The 25-year-old pro led the
184-angler field all three
rounds and finished ahead of
rannerup Ray Tester of
Satellite Beach, Fla., by more
than eight pounds.
Tester, a
40-year-old
plumbing contractor, caught
171.4 pounds Friday and
finished with 51 pounds.
Ted Combs of Fort Pierce,
Fla., caught 20 pounds, 11
ounces in the final round to
take third place with 49-2.
Elmer Pickens of Seymour,
Term., was fourth with a
threeday total of 48-3, and
Jerry Rhyne of Stanley, N.C.,
finished fifth with 47-9.

Parker Signs With Pittsburgh
For An Estimated $5.4 Million

Ralph Agee of Richmond,
Ky., caught the biggest bass in
the tourney-a 9-pounder.
Terry Crain of Marion,
Who was in second place after
the second round, caught only
10 pounds, 3 ounces Friday
and slipped to sixth place with
46 pounds.

LINEMAN'S DREAM
MIAMI (AP)- The dream
of every defensive lineman in
pro football is to score a touchdown - and that's what Vern
Den Herder, the big defensive
end of the Miami Dolphins, did
last
October
against
Baltimore.
He was lined up as a blocker
on what looked like a field goal
attempt but the holder, Don
Strock, threw a pass to Den
Herder in the end zone for a
score.
-After I got off the field, I
started shaking a bit," Den
Herder said. "What if I had
dropped the ball?"

Most Valuable Player last
season.
The 6-foot-5, 230-pound
right fielder had said he
wanted a contract that
ranked with the best.
That
included
the
reported $5.4-million,
seven-year pact the Boston
Red Sox signed this month
with Jim Rice and Pete
Rose's reported $3.2million, four-year contract
with Philadelphia.
"We won't announce
specific terms. We are not
headline seekers," said
President
club
Dan
Galbreath.
Nonetheless, there's no
doubt the Pirates expect
big things from Parker in
their bid to regain ,the NL
East title and revive attendance.

"I honestly believe he is
the best all-around player
in the game today," said
Galbreath.
"And he hasn't even
begun to play up to what his
capabilities are," said
Manager Chuck Tanner.
Parker had one year left
on a contract that paid
$225,000 yearly. The new
pact takes effect immediately
Parker had said that if no
agreement was reached by
Feb. 1, he would play next
season with Pittsburgh and
the free-agent
enter
market.
At one time, General
Manager Pete Peterson
said he hoped to have
agreement with Placer by
Thanksgiving."I didn't say
what Thanksgiving,"
Peterson kidded.

No Deals Are Made, But Carew
Still Points To Angels As No. 1

•
• -- John Randall'(above t as well as his,Murray State teammates, will be reaching for their
second Ohio Valley Conference triump when they battle Austin Peay in the Sports Arena
tonight. Randall leads the league in rebounding with a 9.3 average.
Staff Photo

-•••••

For Stiff-Hungry Football
Fans, There's Pro Bowl
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - The
National Football League's
longest regular season is
finished, the playoffs done and
the Super Bowl written into
posterity. But yes, for those
with an insatiable appetite for
football, it's not over yet there's still the Pro Bowl.
Monday night's annual
clash between the NFC and
AFC allstars does not have the
high stakes, the drama or the
circus atmosphere that accompanies the Super Bowl.
But it does have one big thing
going for it - the best football
players in America.
There will be more than a
slight flavor of a PittsburghDallas rematch in the
Pro Bowl.
The AFC squad includes
quarterback Terry Bradshaw,

flanker Lynn Swann, running
back Franco Harris and
Webster
Mike
center
representing the Steelers
offensively. Joe Greene, Mel
Blount, Jack Ham, L.C.
Greenwood, Jack Lambert
and Donnie Shell are on the
defensive unit.

tsburgh. "You know, going to
the Super Bowl and losing is
worse than not playing in it.
To lose again Monday would
really be depressing."

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
simply are not in a position
- The fight for the services
to part with these players
of Minnesota Twins first
at this time. We just can't
baseman Rod Carew goes
do it. The asking Price is
on between the California
too high."
Angels and New York
Bavasi left the door open,
Yankees.
however, saying, "This
But the Angels appear to
does not mean we are
be getting a more cautious
severing negotiations with
about mortgaging their
the Twins."
future and the Yankees
Carew, a seven-time
failed- tcr- delkver Friday-- - American League batting
what Twins' owner Calvin - champion`, has - stated
repeatedly that the Angels
Griffith considered a firm
are his first choice if hP is
offer as they said they
would.
to be traded. The 33-year
California
General
old Carew came to terms
Manager Buzzie Bavasi
with California last week
said he would not "ruin the
on a $4 million, five-year
contract, but Griffith
future" of his club by
trading third baseman
refused to accept the
Angels' offer, which did not
Carney Lansford and
include Lansford or Knapp.
pitcher Chris Knapp, two
players the Twins say must
He said Thursday night
that he would trade Carew
be included in any deal.
"We ... feel these
by the start of spring
training, and Carew also
youngsters represent the
issued a Feb. 10 deadline
future of the California
Angels," Bavasi said. "We
for any trade.

"I just don't want to get
down to Orlando (the
Twins' training site) and
find out I have to pick up
and go somewhere else,"
Carew said.
Carew also said he felt
there was "at least a 50-50
chance" that he would be
playing with the Twins in
1979. Carew becomes g free,
agent at the..end_ of-next
season.
Asked if the Angels
would still have an interest
in Carew for the 1980
season, Bavasi replied:
"We have an interest in
him nOw, we will have in
July and we will have in
October."
The Twins are reportedly
seeking first baseman
Chris Chambliss, outfielder
Juan Beniquez, possibly
second baseman Brian
Doyle, a pitcher and cash
for Carew.

It's Here!

Other Cowboys on the offense include Tony Dorsett,
Billy Joe DuPree and Tony
Hill. The NFC defealive roster
lists Cliff Harris, Thomas
Henderson
Charlie
and
Waters. Dallas' Harvey
Martin and Randy White'also
were selected for the game,
but are injured and won't
participate.

ANOTHER CABLE EXCLUSIVE
JUST FOR YOU!

22.11.111 make.the off-season a
lot easier for me if we can win
this one," said Staubach, still
fretting over the loss to Pit-

Sports MA Glance.
College Basketball

* Captain D's,
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU CAN EAT

EAST
Brown 67, Columbia 59
Rutgers 70, Duquesne 67
Villanova 99 W Virginia 58
Yale 14, Cornell 75
SOUTH
Howard 95, S Carolina St 77
Kinston r. Jacksonville 49
N Cambria A/kT SO, Delaware St 65
MIDWEST
Boise State 72 Gonzaga 70. OT
FAR WEST
Nev -Las Vegas 92, Texas-El Paso 67
Oregiwi St 73, Stanford 41
Pepperdine 104, LA Loyola 71
Seattle 96, Portland 73
U. al Pacific $7. Fresno St 40
TOURNAMENTS
Calsalal Classic
First Round
Banton Coll 82, Massachusetts 70
Connecticut 109. Holy Cross 102

Transactions

•

BASEBALL
Americas League
CLEVELAND INDIANS---Named Cal
Emery manager of their Waterloo, Iowa
affiliate in the Midwest League
MILWAUKEE
BREWERS—Signed
Anthony Torres, pitcher
SEATTLE MARINERS- Signed Jim
Colbom, pitcher, to a two-year contract
National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS -Signed
Davey tapes. second basemn,
a
to a
fiveyear contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES - Reached
agreement with Dave Parker. outfielder,
for a five-year contract
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
DETROIT RED WINGS-- Announced an
agreement for an affiliate in the American
Hockey league to be located in Glen FalLs,
N.Y.

Cable TV has added an exciting new channel—
WTCG from Atlanta' Now you can choose more
programs your family wants to watch
• Super movies—almost any time you re in the
mood for a movie. Channel 17 has one—
including 'early bird" flicks for night owls. .
• Exciting sports actioh—hundred of games—
every season you'll get more coverage from
Atlanta's professional teams—especially
Braves Baseball—all home games and
selected away games'
• The most popular family shows ever—
something for everyone

Prep Basketball

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only
MiniellannOrarthee Os

Sunday& Monday
Murray

Fridays Boys Games
Southern Ky Athletic Coal Trn
Quarleritaals
Taylor Co 74 Glasgow 61
Campbellaville 72 Tompkinsville 59
litigator Seasoa
Elktvirn City 57 U Brerkinridge 44
Trimble cti 19 Spencer Co 72
Paintaville 72 West Carter 51
lex Tales Creek 04 Mercer Co 71
Plneyille 59 Lone Jack 57
Danville 71 Lincoln Co 69 nt
Bath Co 66 Scott Co 64 3ot
his Huller 72 Wilig,genei 69
Ky Country Day 67 Evangel 51 '
lou Stuart 67 Lou Male 62
Harrison Co 55 Paris 32
Knott Co Cent 911 Powell Co 57
Cawood 75 Cumberland 45
Franklin Co 115 Madison cent en
laurel tail MeCreary Cent 62
Lewis Co 73 Raceland 63
Ian Lafayette 94 Bourbon ('o 55
Maysville St Pat 16 Silver Grove SS
Oldham Co 04 Gallallin ('S 116 •
Pulaski CO 74 Garrard Co 61
Whiterhumi &T Jenkins $8
letrian 44 Rachman.emit
Carroll In 75 Oxen Co 71
Warren F. 66 Franklin-Simpson 54
N Hardin IN Breckinekle Co*
Suw.Aerens 14 Elasesers 0101/11411 17
Intl Central 73 Jeffersnritown 55
Pl.asistr Ridge 17 Edasonaon Co &I
Anderum Co 97 Nmiti Rollin 71
Bracken to 50 Deming 45
Bullitt lentral 04 Henry Co 78 W

Clay Co 85 Harlan 71
Covington Holmes 100 Corner 76
Elizabethtown 69 Barchtown 40 rit
Meade ('o62 Ft Knox 75
Russell Co 74 Casey Co 53
Washington Co 71 Nelson Co 51
Ford/vine 101 Potter Chris 48
Ohio Co 04 McClean Co 67
Owerubrim Cath 72 Butler co 70
Henderson Co 116 Evansville N
Central City 70 Drakesbnro 61
Bell Co 67 Middlesboro 56
Whitley Co" Williamsburg 46
Somerset 62 Harrodsburg 61
Cov Holy Croat 90 Augusta 38
Beethwond 59 Dixie Heights 75
Borne Co 06 Campbell Co 64
Erlanger St Henry 71 Coy Latin 57
Grant Co 77 Pendletown Co 57
Ft Thir Highlands IS Simon Kenton 7:
Newport 41 Erlanger Lloyd 39 rbit
Waken-Verona Ti lading/64
Mason I o SI Estill C. 44
Maysville 59 Fleming county 53.
Providence Ind hi Bishop David $7
lam Renard 75 Shelby Co 73 Lou Fern Creek 70 Ion Eastern 63
Lou Manual 50 LUU TrUKIUOUI 40
Mont" 76 too
Xaylef7r
Mublenberg Cent 103 Ninth & ii 9111
New Albany Ind 79 Lou Trinity 69
Owsnieboro 74.Losi Durrett 1,2
Ina Westport It lac W0601.171 55
litheetwrighl 76 Lou Shawnee $60
Allen Coat 76 Belay Layne fl
Allen Co 74 Barren Co SI
Bellevue Si I)ayton 40 '
Bowling Green 69 Grayson Co 43

Don t miss this great rhanrel -round the Clock

Howard Boone shoots over two Hickman County defenders in
last night's 47-44 Murray High victory in the Ballard County
Invitational Tournament.

Caldwell co 58 Webster C., 49
Christian Co 74 Hopkinsville $7
owe Hts 75 Beechwood 59
Johns Creek 19 Feds Creek 85
les Henry Clay 83 Clark ('o62 at
Lyon Co V South Hopkins 69
MC Nagger 72 Dike Combs 48
Millard 913 McDowell 76
Pad Tilghman 64 lone Oak 63
Russellville 71 Flushes Kirk 57
Todd Cent 1114 Matrvin• 40
Virgo. 94 Mallow 73
West Anderson 73 Berea NI
Wad Sardis II Ea& Hard. le
Frankfort 111
vinMINtd
Girls Game,
laulavIlle basil Tim
Quarterfinals
'iii Western 42 I.ou Rutter 57

lou Mercy 39 LOU Valley 23
as Assumption ILI Allen CI, 55
Oldham Co 61 has Sacred Heart 543
Regular Seams
Pineville 68 lane Jack 49
()wenshoro 60 Lou Durrett 46
Berea 56 West Anderson 34
Elizabethtown 51 LaRue Co 29
Eiden 1.0 68 Powell ('0 49
Nancy 49 Shopville 40
Todd Cent $7 AdairetIte 21
Whitley In $4 Williamsburg 34
Daviess Co n Greenville 53
Nahlimbers Ow it Ninth 5046
lira /Wart Sl Lou Male 44
Allen Cent 62 Betsy Layne 53
Boyd Co Si Russell 51
Ft Knox 42 Meade Co 20
Trigg Co 35 University His 27

WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 41
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another cablevision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced
Madison Square Garden evening sports
programs.
Call

Murray.
Cablevision Co.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray,KY 42071
753-5005
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Lakeland Outdoors

•

What Do Fisheries Nologish Do?

4'6bl/sham

It was starting to turn
cool after an abnormally
warm March afternoon. My
fishing partner and I had
been casting the stumps
along Kentucky Lake's
western shore when we
pulled into a bay with
resorts and docks on either
side.
In front of one dock was a
brush
of
barely
line
breaking the water's surface, which had been
anchored for the purpose of
attracting crappie for the
We
dock's customers.
paralleling
the
darted
brush with our baits, and
after a half dozen casts, I
felt a heavy bass load on
and start to bore into the
limbs.
The struggle was protracted; the fish wouldn't
give, and neither would I
(to the extent that heavy
drag and line allowed).
Finally the bass heaved to—
the surface, my partner
scooped it in the net, and
we headed in with an 8 lb. 4
oz. trophy.
The point: I never would
have caught the bass if that
dock operator hadn't supplied the brush which
attracted the fish. His
efforts provided me the
means for what might be
the fishing thrill of my
lifetime, and similar efforts
can produce equal results
for anglers in other years
and bays.
Fish attractors, like their stake beds, are highly effective in
fishermen,
Individual
ganiefish in deep water areas. Anchored in
concentrating
guides and dock owners
the right spot, they can draw up to 30 times more fish than a
have long been sinking
Christmas trees, nailing
various agencies took the
In is4w0-part series I hope
limbs to stumps and
cue, and as part of their
in:depth look
•evisina. ,other...1.YPeas- of jp_ottgr
effort I at, ,Improving ._tha;
at-fish attractors, at their
-artificial -eeYer-4e atteact average angler's catches, •
history, their effectiveness,
fish. Such efforts replace
planned the followthey've
placepreparation,
their
natural cover which has
ing work:
ment, etc. I'll specify what
rotted away, and crappie,
The Kentucky Departthe Various agencies are
bass and other species are
of Fish and Wildlife
ment
go
then
and
planning,
drawn in search of minnows
Resources will construct,-specifically into what an
and protection.• It's all a
2-1 acre brushpile attrac- 1
/
individual can do to take
matter of managing fish, of
in Kentucky Lake's
tors
advantage of the situation:
Blood River and Jonathan,
concentrating them where
Crooked Creek Study
Sledd, Ledbetter and Big
they may be caught more
The fish population study
Bear Creeks. The attractors
easily.
last fall at Barkley Lake's
And now the state and
should be in place by April,
Crooked Creek turned up
and they'll be marked with
federal agencies which
an astounding fact: artificbuoys for easy location by
manage our lakes are- ial atiactOtain deep water
act.
fishermen.
getting into the
areas can draw up to 30
The attractor constructBuoyed by new data. from
times as many gamefish as
ion program will last for
last fall's mammoth fish
similar areas with no
five years, rotating in
population study at Barkley
attractors. One V. acre
spring and fall from
Lake, the Department of
brushpile produced more
Kentucky to Barkley Lakes.
Fish and Wildlife Resourthan 500 pounds of crappie.
Meanwhile, on the Land
ces, the Tennessee Valley
An adjacent acre with no
Between the Lakes sides of
Authority and the Corps of
brush turned up 30.7
is
TVA
lakes,
both
Engineers are all laying
pounds. The brushpiles
major fish
for
finalizing plans to add its
plans
also held large concentratown attractors. The TVA
attractor efforts. Hundreds
ions of bass, catfish and
sites will most likely be 20
of sites are going to be
bluegill, numbers far greatft. by 20 ft., and up to 150
constructed for anglers.
er than anywhere else in
such attractors will be
Combined with attractors
the entire 207-acre study
anchored in Kentucky Lake
built by individuals, the
area.
this year.
additional cover can mean a
So attractors work senAlso,, the Corps of
fast improvement in sport
sationally well and they
Engineers is devising its
for those who enjoy dipping
can draw enough fish to
own attractor plan, but
minnows or casting bass
pass a lot of thrills on to a
work is preliminary and not
baits.
host of fishermen. The
releasable.
So there will be a lot of
new cover in the lakes come
crappie season, and the
so HOOKS
cover will be built and
placed by professionals
where it will be effective.
It'll be a smart angler who
learns the locations of these
attractors and visits them
when the season starts.
Accessories
And
Wheels
HOOKS Tires,
Types of fish attractors
and
A fish attractor can be

By John Wilson
Ever wonder what fisheries
biologists do during cold
winter weather, when it's too
nasty to get out and do field
work? Well, in addition to the
perpetual paperwork, they d'o.
much the same thing
fishermen do - make plans
for spring.
A part of this winter's
planning at the Kentucky
Division of Fisheries' offices
concerns fish attractors.
Division Director Charlie
Bowers has recently returned
from a western Kentucky
meeting where he and
representative from the
Tennessee Valley Authority
and the U.S. Corps of
Engineers had some right
serious planning sessions
about attractors.
A fish attractor, in case you
don't know, is some object or
group of objects placed in the
water. The most common
attractors are just submerged
brush piles, anchored to the
bottom with cables and rocks
or old concrete blocks.
and
fishermen
Both
biologists have known for
years that fish like such sites,
but no one suspected just how
effective they actually are
until last September, when the
American Fisheries Society
conducted a massive fish
population study at the
Crooked Creek Embayment of
Barkley Lake.
similar spot with no artificial cover. Another lY-Pe of
Several one-acre attractor
simple
brushpile.
weighted
artificial attractor is a
sites were established in
Crooked Creek-the-previous
spring as a part of the study.
or under.
anything that offers fish
Next week
These were netted off and
with some incentive for
sampled separately -and the
In next week's Lakeland
concentration. Food, proOntdoo-it-- well get into - --tettillS-thocked everyont. Ofte
tection, -shade ?tom sunactual construction and
attraCtor site, composed of
light and point of reference
placement of fish attractbrush piles, yielded 575.8
are all probable reasons
the
offer
We'll
ors.
pounds of crappie per acre,
why fish prefer cover,
specifics of how a fisherwhile a nearby cove held only
which is what an attractor
man can do his own work
provides.
four pounds of crappie per
and up his own success
Weighted brush or trees
acre and an open water area,
with a couple of days' work.
are the most common forms
30.7 pounds. The attractor also
We'll talk about how to
of attractors, primarily
largemouth
concentrated
attract bass or crappie, and
because they are the
bass, channel catfish and
about types of attractors for
easiest to create. Another,
bluegill in far greater numdifferent types of banks and
perhaps most highly effectbers than anywhere else in the
seasons. We'll look at some
ive, attractor is the stake
207-acre cove.
hardwood
Green
c#1,a drawn up on attractors
bed.
What fisheries. managers
by. a Tennessee fisheries see in these findings is a quick,
stakes are arranged so as to
bio)ogist who pioneered
protrude from the lake
effective and economical
research into the field. His
bottom in a tight pattern.
method of bringing fish and
notes on fish's preference
Still other attractors may be
fishermen together. As
of depths and various
tire clusters, rolls of wire
everyone who's fished much
with limbs attached, or
designs of attractors are
knows, catching fish is fairly
anything that fish can get in
revealing.
easy once you've located

them. Attractor sites, marked
with buoys or shoreline
stakes, can solve much of this
problem of finding the fish.
"We expect to see a big
increase in the use of attractors throughout the
Southeast of a result of the
Crooked Creek Study,"
Bowers says. "More attractors can lead to more
fishermen, more successful
fishermen, an increased
utilization of our fisheries
resource and increased
recreational opportunity,
particularly for the casual
angler or visiting fisherman
who doesn't have time or
opportunity to familiarize
himself with the fish-holding
areas of a lake."
The TVA is planning to
construct around 200 small
20x20 feet) attractors in bays
on the Land Between The
Lakes shorelines of both
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes,
•

while the Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources will
begin work soon on six large
attractor sites (between onehalf and one-acre each) in
Kentucky Lake's Sledd Creek,
Big Bear Creek, Johnathan
Creek and Blood River. These
fish and wildlife department
attractors should be in place
by the end of March, in time
for the spring crappie fishing
season.
Plans are being made to
establish attractors in Barren
Lake this year and biologists
their
investigating
are
feasibility on many other
lakes around the state. So in
the future, keep your eyes
peeled for a buoy containing
the symbol of a fish and a fish
hook. This symbol will be. used
to mark Department of Fish
and Wildlife, Corps of
Engineers and TVA attractdr
sites and could he. . your_
signpost to good fishing.

..

Artificial fish attractor

Ntt

Hooks Wheel Alignment
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Jerry Myopia's

Asking Ike
I just finished reading the
Jan.-Feb. 1979 issue of Kentuck's • Happy
Hunting
Ground magazine. There are
some good points made by
Hope Carleton on preparing
for a fishing trip by hiring a
guide.
Anglers that are not familar
with a lake or stream and do
not have the proper tackle
should hire a guide.
Many times a guide is worth
his weight in gold because he
knows when and where to fish.
Many, many hours of hunting,
studying and actual fishing go

Ming Concession
Opens On May

Specializing in servicing tires I. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
NiiiiiMN lllllIIlllllllllllllNIIIIINNe
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When Its

15

Thornton
Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404
-We Appreciate Your Business'.
aummmissasissimisessaismisimsianinmaseemossumesmemmal

A rafting concession on a
Kentucky portion of the
Cumberland River near
Cumberland Falls State
Resort Park, Corbin, Ky., will
open its spring season May 1.
The scenic river trip, first of
its type in the area, will make
two runs daily. Trips in rafts
holding four to six persons,
with at least two trained
guides, will cover a distance of
seven miles. Float time is
approximately four hours.
The waters of the Cumberland
River through the course of
the trip range from flatwater
Class I to Class III. Life

jackets and other safety gear
will be provided.
The float trip is described at
family-oriented, for those
eight years old and older.
Group rates are available.
Scenery includes Cumberland
Falls as seen from downriver
at the trip's starting point, and
the Cumberland River gorge.
be
will
Transportation
provided from the pull-out
point at trip's end back to the
group's embarkation point.
Inquiries may be made after
Feb. 1, to Cumberland Outdoor Adventures, Mail Rt. 6,
Box 410-a, Corbin, KY 40701.

into the making of a good
guide. It is almost mandantory for
a guide to have a 'flexible
sense of humor when competing with the countless
numbers of sport fishermen
that like to "follow," let alone
the weather.
People from all walks of life
like to fish and many millions
of dollars are spent each year
on fishing tackle, trips and
other related articles. Much of
this money could by used to
make a trip more enjoyable by
hiring a guide.
Your chances are much
better for success. However, a
guide is human and cannot
guarantee a limit string as
much as he would like to.
Another point is knowing
when to change from one kind
of fish to another that might be

hitting better.
Many times in hot weather I
will suggest fishing for
largemouth bass from dawn
until seven, then switch over
and troll for sauger during the
hot, daylight hours. It helps to
fill the freezer.
I see so many people shy
away from a guide yet they
will spend twice as much on
tackle, bait ect. and not catch
a single fish. This tends to
discourage so many people it
is pathetic.
Guiding is a profession and
sometimes not very rewarding but the overall feeling of
success is a good one.
Many guides will share
some of their secrets with
friends so why not give them a
call sometime when you are
the lucky one on fish.
Happy Fishing!
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Cain's, AMC,Jeep

DURING QUOTA OUNT -,Randy Agms of Lynn Grove.;:
ahotthla five/pelotas late lastyear la-a-Graves-Comity-haat.-4--

SOMEONFS
OUT10
BURN_YOU
The woods arsonist. That person, who:
"sneaksaroundtorchingyoUrSouthernforests.:.:
..1
Last. year, wildfires burned over a mil,
lionda halfat_To.
Too much damage has been done.
Dosomething.Rrtwoods arson.
__ - - Yofcan help
the differena.
A Mix Sets-ice of This Newspaprr 6. The AdNertreng Gyunor
WILDFIRE. INDIFFERENCE MAKES IT SPREAD.
RUN RUGGED WITH
INTERNATIONAL"

SCOUT
4x4

Anything less
is just a car.

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc
641 South
753-1372

MRRNEROUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor
203 E. Main

Venture

753-1172

I.

Aluoftwon.
lost

ImmeHwy.641 North
753-6448
0000000000 mummummummumiiimmi00000iumismanommiten(

A

641 Super Shell
BUCKS BODY SHOP

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Sportsmen:

900 Sycamore Avr-

753-5142

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Hwy.641 Sou*

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

-r,•••••••••••••,-
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Activities Can Be Planned

Being Homebound Doesn't Have To Be Boring
Being homebound during
snowy winter days doesn't
have to be the boring time that
so many people think it is. If
activities are planned and
needs are taken care of before
the bad weather arrives, all
family members can enjoy a
carefree and pleasurable day.
These suggestions from the
Kentucky Department of
Human Resources should help
families in planning for such
days.
Be prepared for the family's
physical needs.
Try to anticipate the difficult winter days, when snow,

ice, and cold may make it
hard to get to the grocery or to

other necessary shopping
chores. Store extra soup,
powdered milk, canned goods
and other food items so you'll
be able to prepare meals even
when you can't gel out for
supplies (Don't forget food for
the family pet.)
List the cold-weather items
you know you'll need during
the winter: wood or other fuel,
blankets, warm clothing,
flashlights, a snow shovel, salt
or sand, extra water, etc. Try
to have these items on hand Si)
you won't be strande/l without

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Friday's Punk
DOWN
ACROSS
1 Wreath
1 Lantern
2 Absorb
-5 tiotock-3 College deg. 13 T CZIE
mop TEHO
9 Likely
12 Jacob's
5 Thais, e.g.
brother
13 Persian fairy 6 Firecracker
7 Interjection
14 Fish eggs
8 Insect egg
15 Exists
16 Waste allow- 9 Macaw
10 Italian river
ance
18 Chinese pa- 11 Symbol for
tellurium
goda
17 Artificial lan20 Ego
22 Spoken
guage
19 Symbol for
24 Snatch
Verdi
53 Roman gods
silver
27 Pintail duck
33 Danish is56 Soft food
21 Transaction
29 Solo
land
58 Encoun31 Peer Gynt'S 23 Italian cur35 Wan
tered
mother.
rency
38 Cupola
60 Man's nick32 Crown
' 25 Task
40 Encircle
name
34 Leak
26 Go away,
43 Alate
61 Proceed
36 Senior grade 27 Looks
46 Cancel
62 Symbol for
(abbr
fixedly
48 Wearies
nickel
37 Joined
28 Man's_parne 51 Symbol for 64 Behold'
.39 Slow: Music 30 Opera tly
tantalum
66 Thus
41 Sun god
.42 Brag
_
45 Greek letter
.
• 47 Leave out
• 49 Sea eagle
.50 Dispatched
52 Geraint's
wife
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- 54 Decimeter
(abbr )
55 Pile
57 Sinister
59 Spanish article
61 African antelope
63 Toward shelter
65 Slave
67 Lubricate
68 Cocoons
69 Children
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THAT REALLY MAKES

L'JNCI-I BOX 6,01
RIPPED OFF TODAY

MAD!

ca)

ARE
YOU
STILL
AWAKE

YES, MY
INSOMNIA
IS AWFUL
• LATELY

1. LEGAL NOTICE

INANT TO BUY ONE OF
THESE FOR MY MOM.
I WONDER WHICH
WORKS BEST?

This RECIPE
CALLS =CR A DASH
O HERBS

working along.side of you in
time
indoors.
Consider
meeting the family's needs establishing a simple exercise
during the winter months. routine that the whole
family
Older kids can help mom and
might take part in. Jumping
dad shovel the drive or rope, calisthentics, jogging in
sidewalk, take out the gar- place, dancing, all are good
bage, help with the meals. A exercises that can be fun and
younger child could help with help work kids'(and parents')
simple cleaning, stcaightening muscles.
up his-her room, or setting the
Establish and maintain a
table. Work can be fun for kids
when there is no
when they are doing it with school or no office to go to.
grown folks.
Regular times for meals, for
School closings are not going to bed, for chores. This
always announced with much helps give children a sense of
advanced notice. Working order and discipline, and give
parents with school-age parents time to attend to their
children should arrange for own needs.
child care in advance, for
Remember that everyone in
those days when school will the family needs time alone. A
not be held. A non-working regular schedule can help
relative or neighbor may be provide this time - having a
willing to be on call.
routine rest period after
Save chores like cleaning lunch, for example.
closets, straightening the
If you can get to a library or
basement,
etc.,
for 1), i)1(mobile, use them. Enhomebound winter days.
courage your child to get
These days can bea lime for books and records, and spend
parents' creativity too. Try a some time reading to young
new recipe, do some sewing, children. You may be able to
read a new book, learn a song, swap books with neighbors or
try out a new craft - if you friends if a library isn't handy.
have some projects you want
Your children's teachers
to try, get all the materials
may have some ideas of how
you'll need beforehand, so you your children can build up
will have them ready when the their academic skills while at
time comes.
home. For example, the local
Help your children explore newspaper can be used for
the winter environment. They reading,
spelling
and
could help feed birds, vocabulary exercises; adsquirrels and other animals in vertisements can provide
the area. They could take exercises in mathematics and
special care of their own pets, consumer issues; the outdoors
to be sure they are warm and may provide some ideas for
comfortable. If you have a science lessons, and so on.
camera, maybe some pictures
Many of the plans you make
of winter scenes would be fun for family -activities can be
to take - and would get the carried, Out by other adults if
children outdoor's. •
the parents are working. It
Yee-mery-- went-te-start a -mill be easierTouimue
---—i
the children cTuid care for your children if you
p
r
n
ecrffial
-Plan indoor activities with
help with - painting a picture, have prepared some activities
the kids for when the weather
making a quilt, working a in advance.
is too bad to get out. Gather
jigsaw puzzle - a project that
Involve your family with
supplies ahead of time. Keep
would grow each winter's day. thers.
them itLa _special drawer or
-When finished,
project
Involve the -children in
closet,to be pulled out on days
represents a real ac- contributing .to the needs of
when the children are concomplishment. .
others especially those who
fined inside. The supplies may
Winter is a good time for don't have families to tarn to.
be anything from scraps of
letter writing. Teach the An elderly neighbor may need
wood and rubber cement for
children to write to their a walk shoveled, or someone
building models to colored
relatiues, friends,
and to get them groceries.
paper and scissors. Crayons
teachers about Aeir winter Children could help with the
and paper, cards, games and
experiences.
shopping for the neighbors, or
books can always provide fun
Children need to burn help make soup or other foods
for youngsters.
physical energy, especially for housebound neighbors.
Involve the children in
when they must spend a lot of
Invite your neighbors and
friends to share activities with
your family. Maybe several of
you could contribute dishes to
IF ‘fOU HAVE AWTHIN6
a potluck supper at one
family's house. Getting
AT ALL THAT YOU CARE
together with other families
ABOUT, YOU HAVE TO KEEP
for an evening of cards and
IT LOCKED UP TIENT...
games is often fun.
You may be able to get
neighbors, relatives or friends
to cooperate in giving adults
some relief from child caring
'responsibility - a neighbor
may be able to watch another
family's children for several
hours while the parents spend
time alone, or go out together.
Single parents also need relief
from parenting responsibility.
Maybe neighbors or relatives
would agree to stay with the
children for awhile - an
elderly person might enjoy
this.
The mOst important thing
you need to help get you
through the winter is a good
C ion UNted Cesium Srmlieste.
attitude. If you recognize that
the cold winter days can be
NO, BUT HE HAG
difficult on your physically
EXPERIENCE
and emotionally; if you are
-R prepared to meet your
family's physical needs for
food, clothing and shelter; if
•
you prepare ways to entertain
and educate your children,
and devise activities the
family can do together; then
you'll find it easier to have a
positive attitude_ toward
gar. winter. And your attitude will
be reflected in the way you
treat your children, and in the
way they feel about those days
at home.
Involve your kids in helping
with these preparations. They
can help you make a 'winter
list," help plan winter menus.
help with shopping.
Get your home insulated for
the cold weather. No one in the
family will be comfortable if
the house is drafty and cold,
and a poorly insulated house
can promote colds and flu.
Perhaps the kids can help
stretch plastic over the
windows, or help caulk cracks
around doors and windows.
You may be able to do more
weatherization
extensive
chores, such as checking or
adding insulation, wrapping
pipes and so on. Leave a
faucet dripping to prevent
frozen water pipes during
extremely cold weather.
Be sure your family has
proper clothes for winter
weather. Cold temperatures
combined with winter wind
can create a wind-chill factor
of bitter cold that could cause
frostebite. The head, hands,
and feet are particularly
vulnerable to cold. Be sure
they're properly covered.
You'll get better insulation by
wearing several layeft of
light, loose clothing.
Get your family vetticle
ready for the winter. A frozen
engine or a car improperly
equipped for winter driving
can greatly add tensions. Be
sure you have antifreeze. Use
snowtires or chains, or at least
have a shovel and some salt or
sand handy in. case you get
stuck on the snow. Check the
waterisyour car battery. Get
an ice scraper for the windshield_ Make surs_the

Program To Focus
On Needs Of Different
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L TOLD THE 20C,TOR I MAY
NOT HAVE THE BAY HERE.
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1. LEGAL NOTICE

them.

NOTICE
NOTICE OF FINDING NO SIGNIFICANT
EFFECT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
City of Hazel Community Development
Block Grant Small Cities Program
APPLICANT: City of Hazel
Community Development Agency
302A Main St./P.O. Box 64
Hazel, Kentucky 42049
502/ 502/492-8142
EX

WASHINGTON (AP)- The
Program in Coinmunity
College Education, University
of Texas, Austin, and the
American Association of
Community
Junior
and
Colleges are conducting a new
program focusing on the needs
of culturally different students
entering post-secondary
education.
The program is supported
by a grant of $518,682 from the
National
Institute
of
Education.
The study, it was announced, will define problems
and related dcvelopmental
education, and will recommend ways to resolve them
The_ ultimate objective Is to
iniprove student learning,
personal development and
language and literacy skills.

ma
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TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES,
GROUPS AND PERSONS:

111

The city of Hazel proposes to request the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development to release Federal Funds under Title I of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974(PL 93-383 I to be used for the acquisition,
demolition and clearance of two vacant structures, for relocation payments to
displaced families or individuals and for the rehabilitation of substandard
dwelling unitsin the City of Hazel, Calloway county, Kentucky.
It has been determined that such request for release of funds will not constitute
an action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment and,
accordingly, the city of Hazel has decided not to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969(PL 911901. The reasons for -such decision not to prepare such Statement are (1) No
adverse effects were found in the project, and (2) The project will benefit the
entire community.

1;)

tl

An Environmental Review Record respecting the project has been made by the
of Hazel which documents the environmental review of the project and
more fully sets forth the reasons why such Statement is not required. This
Environmental Review Record is on file at the above address and is available
for public examination and copying, upon request, at the Hazel Community
Development Agency, 302A Main St., between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
-p.m, Monday through Friday.
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_No further environmental review of the project is proposed to be conducted
prior to the request for release of Federal Funds.

14.1
100,
lev

------111t:ifiterestrdmrneles, tretpS anepergotis tuittlftirflueStrOfia: or'Comments _
concerning this notice and these activities are invited to ubout them in writing
for consideration by the proper officials at the address given below. Such
comments should be received at the specified address on or before February 12,
1979.
The City of Hazel will not request the release of Federal Funds prior to this
date.
GA
cast

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Joe D.Thompson, Mayor
Larry Wilson, Director
Community Development Agency
302A Main St.-P.0. Box 64
Hazel, Kentucky 42049
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2. NOTICE

Chock
Your ,
Ad

CARTER
PNOTOGRAPIIIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
'Portraits

.00 -

FREE STORE.759-4600.
STORE. What is it?
FREE
Free Store is a facility set up

2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753 3128

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
day
. the
publication.

and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able,410
give reciepts for (on•
tributions
and donations
when needed for tax purposes. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effoct, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

Swimming
Pools

1.
,•

.ref
Adv•rtisiirs
r•
requested to
first Insertion of ads for
corr•ctions.
This
newspaper
be
will
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELPLEASE CHECK
Y
YOUR
CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY
IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

check the
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It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
12th & Poplar
753-1277
FREE PARKING!

442-9747
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how
may have this love
Our phone is answered
hours a day by servants of
God. Not A Tape Call 759
4600, Bible Facts Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
1021, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ P
Sundays at 13.30

you too

:F0
:iiv
.•kx
:036

Starks Nardware

Western Ky. Peels
Paducah, Ky.

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
.
Airport.
753-9332
Ambulance
753-6622
Comp. Cart
753-1441
Fire (City)
753-6952
Fire(County)
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital.
Hum. Rts. Corn. _753-0849
...759-4141
Humane Soc
Learn To Read ....753-2288
753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
1-800-592-5401
State Pol.
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telephone
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753-11211$
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IT'S BETTER
THAN BEING
A SOUND
SLEEPER
LIKE OUR
NEIGHBOR

' BEIM BAILEY

1

1. LEGAL NOTICE

24

AM,

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on 7531916 and 753-191 7

S. LOST & FOUND
crippled white
and orange male Setter bird
dog. Call Franklin Rushing,
753-2713.
LOST: LARGE female dog,
tan with brown, mixed wit..
German Shepherd. Call 7591612.
__—
LOST LPN student lost 2
diamond rings and 524 in a
cigarette case, January
between 4 and 5 o'clock at the
Special Education building
or Owen's Food Market. If
found, contact owner at 759.
1139 or 436 2117 after 4.
Reward is offered
LOST. BLACK long haired
cat in Gatesborough area
Call 753-6931.
LARGE MALE, black and
white part pointer bird dog,
wearing flea collar Lost in
vicinity of Hwy. 94 east
east Y subdivision Will offer
a reward. 753-5693.
LAISSING: BEIGE
since Monday. Child's
pet, last seen in the
Acres and 121
South. If you have any in
formation please phone 753
7116 or 753 7531
6. KELP WANTE

FOUND A

2.4tit

VW
of Fairview

and
Sheep
vatInIty

-LEGAL
lECRETkRY,
shorthand
and
typing
required Send resume to
Box 65, Benton, KY 42025. •
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YOUR KEYto Buy,Sell or Trade Anything

THE CLASSIFIE
SHELF WANTED

IS. HOME FURNISHINGS

WILSON
Wetted: Licensed Ileel !stele
salesperson elm ere
terested I rendes im lbe
Swap area. Coeteet Worms
lank 7533363.

EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Calloway
person,
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.

- ,

Employment for local
supply
electrical
store. Prefer someone
with knowledge of
electrical supply. Permanent position, good
salary,. and fringe
benefits for the right
person. Send resume
to Box No. 32Z.
MAID, FULL or part time.
Merit pay plus bonus plan.
Regal 8 Inn.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
GRADUATE STUDENT
seeks full time employment,
experienced
in
retail
management, clothing and
tailoring, and restaurant.
753-9322.
14. WANT TO BUY
100, ACRE ROW crop farm,
level, fertile, desire owner
_te,C,COS. nOtealtors. 751.5634.._

WANT TO BUY . . . 1%8 te
1972 Chevy Pickup, 4 wheel
drive esed 1%9 te 973
Velksoulms.

431oSISS
GARBAGE DUMPSTER,
cash register with 2 or 3
totals. Phone 753-4470 after 5
pm.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple.
Call 753-8393.
rWANT TO BUY good
moble homes. Call 502- 27.
1362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
GUITAR (HARMONY) with
case, street length mink
.coat, stereo turntable with
-Iwo speakers and stand,
:Three tier stand. Call 753. 4844.
.16. HOME FURNISHINGS
•ANTIQUE OAK chiffarobe.
753-6054.
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suite, 5 piece, excellent
condition. 435.4323.
FOR SALE: Twin size
:mattress,
excellent
con
.dition. Call 753-2911.
-FOR SALE: four piece
livingroom furniture set,
stxcellent condition. Call 753:0367.
ELECTRIC
"GENERAL
refrigerator, 21 cubic feet,
only 2 years old, automatic
icerrtaker. Excellent condition. Call 753.2615.
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette
set with hutch, bookcase,
stereo, rocking chair, guitar.
Call 753-7567.

re
he

for

113
be

ONE CHROME dinette table
and 6 chairs, good condition.
Call 43.5 4121.
19. FARM EQUIP.
NEW
1978 AB12, single
phase, Farm Fans crop
dryer. Phone 1-354-279/.
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24. MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE: 8 & 16 CC
Sinkers • 50 no. box $15.50,
Strofoam Insulation /
1
2 inch
4 X 8 52.40, 1 inch 4 X 8 $3.80.
Particle board - 1/2 inch 4 X 8
$7.50, sit inch 4 X 8 $4.25.
Plywood • /
1
2 4 X 8 $7.50. hi
inch 4 X 8 $8.25, 3,41 inch 4 X 8
$10.00. Exterior siding -4 X 8
57.00 and up. Paneling
80
selectins of 4 X 8 sheets from
$2.95 to 56.75. Wafterboard . 4
X 854.50 and up. Cedar closet
lining 4 X 8 54.50. Shingles
$13.50 per sq. New load of
doors $5.75 & up. Cabinet
topping
30 cents sq. ft.
Vanities
$45 and up. Tub
kits - $30 and up. Shower
stalls - $125 complete. Carpet
- 53.50 sq. yd. by tratrolt only.
Inside window shutters - 10
cents vertical inch. Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Hwy.45,
1 miles south Martin, Martin,
TN 38237. Phone 587-3000.
Open on Sat. til 3 pm.
FOR
SALE:
Hydroponic
greenhouse, used One year.
Call.753-825.4,
46.TV-R MUG
TAKE UP payment on 25
inch
color
t.v.
under
warranty. 753-7575.
27. MOIL HOME SALES
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1877.
TWO,8' X 35' TRAILERS for
sale. $500 and 1800. 436-2306.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR RENT: 1973 mobile
home, 12' X 60', nice, natural
gas
heat,
furnished.
Location, Mobile Home
Village. Phone 753-3895 or
753-3482.
FOR SALE or rent: 1972 12'
X 65', 3 bedroom trailer,
complete with carpet. 7536764.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533.
TWO
BEDROOM
mobile
home for rent, $110 per
month. 753-8060.
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
Trailer
court,
located
Murray Drive Inn theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill.
30. BUS. RENTALS

POO RENT
Commercial
space
on
southside of court-square
Formerly Children's Corner
Space now available For
details cootact, Don Overby,
Murray,7S34292.

SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT. 1 bedroom
apartment, carpet, central
heat and air, water fur.
fished. 1414 Vine.
upstairs
FOR
RENT:
apartment at 502 Elm Street,
furnished. Call 7534645 after
3 pm

kN

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

NNW

Nhite
bird
hing,

A manufacturing plant located in NW Tennessee is seeking qualified candidates to fill the
position of personnel supervisor. This position has
responsibilities for a broad range of personnel activities including: employment, union relations,
employee relation programs, administration of personnel records and the administration of lay off,
recall dr job bidding procedures.
No prior experience is necessary. A degree in
business or industrial relations is required. Applicant must have career aspirations in the field of
industrial relations.
Send resume in confidence to:
Murray Lodger I Times
P.O. lox 321
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
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The City of Murray will offer for sale two 1977
Plymouth Volari Police Cars with 360 cubic inch
engine, air-conditioned, power brakes, AM-FM
Radio, all bids will be sealed and turned in to the
City Clerks Office no later than five o'clock P.M.,
Feb. 2, 1979.
The City reserves the right to refuse any all bids.
Capt. Dale Spann
Chief Director of Maintance of
The Murray Police Department
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NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

heap

200 Walnut Street

InIty
121
f in
753...- •
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Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spore
For Rent
753-4758

43. REAL ESTATE
APPROVED
BY
Mother
Nature. .unbeliev ably
beautiful setting. Lush shade
treeS surround your home.
The interior includes 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, beamed
in
ceilings
kitchen-den
combination. See before it is
too late, located west of
Murray.
Call
753.1492.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

Jobe Smith, Realtor

NEW OFFICE HOURS

,

All DayrWed
Closed .
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
POKE NOVI $1.75
PIKE NAIR CUT $1.50
For hospital t house carts please r all 1533615 one

-day

iiiadrance.

I USED TO LOOK FORWARD TO THE
TABLE LEFT-OVER9, NOW THEY/RE
EATING THEM."
4-8:REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

[01

st ,

".BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Profeasional Seri ii,
With The F mend!) Toil, hi

SPACIOUS FAMILY
HOME. . . Start your
New Year without
being cramped in this
4 bedroom B.V.,
located at Kirksey.
r m
Living
w/fireplace, formal
dining
rm., full
basement.
ONLY
134,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or
trailers.
John
C.
Neubat)er,
Realtor,
1111
Sycamore St. 753-0101
PEALT0 AS

753-4451
FOUR UNIT brick apartment building in McKenzie,
Tennessee, Call Paris (901)
642-0631

Maley Auction &
Realty Sales

Pocketbook
Pleaser
'
Nice 3 bedroom home
on North 641. This neat
home has a lot of extras for only 922,500.
Such extras as gas
heat, nice carpet,
and
range
refrigerator, concrete
drive and a large lot
122 x 396. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222
today and see this
home.

BRAND NEW . . . 4
BR. 2v2 bath quality
home, w/2,900 sq. ft.
Many
distinctive
features
including
__fireplace w/heatolator, wet bar, compactor,
:plush
carpeting,
sewinr:- hobby
Large Lot - Double
Garage
w/paved
drive. Call Us Today!
Boyd Majors Real
Estate,105 N. 12th St.
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. 526,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oatrnan Farley,7539775.

TELEPHONE 751 1651

759-1716

Pruier.Liuna I Services
With The Friendly Touch"

13 Acres, mostly
wooded on Highway
11364 near Jonathan
Creek. An investment
opportunity at just
$14,000. For additional
information call BoydMajors Real Estate DO
BUSINESS
WHERE BUSINESS
IS BEING DONE.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

1974 T BIRD. All power, INSULATE AGAINST the
loaded, new radial tires, low high cost of fuel bills! Blown
mileage, excellent condition, attic insulation and foam-in753.7745.
place urea fromalehyde.
estimates,
no
1974 TORINO, GOOD tireS, Free
Kentucky.
runs and drives good, $400. obligation.
Tennessee Insulation, Rt, 7
Call 753-5421 after 5 pm.
Box 158, Murray, KY 42071.
1977
THUNDERBIRD,
435-4527.
(502)
power brakes and steering,
Nen Nemo
AM FM tape, tilt wheel, INSULATION BLOWN IN by
cruise, electric seats, win- Sears, save on these high
-Rea Listing
dows, door lock and trunk. heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753 2310 for free
Call 753-0370 after 5 pm.
Brand new 3 bedroom,
estimates.
SO. USED TRUCKS
2 bath brick home with
1974 FORD PICKUP F250
central heat and air,
111110111MIWIMMIIMIIIIIMpower steering, brakes, and
situated on 44 acre lot.
air., 4 speed V8 motor, big
Located northwest of
mirrors, $2500. Call 753-8500.
Murray, and priced in
1967 FORD TRUCK. Short
wheel base,$675. 753-3008.
the upper 30's. Phone
FORD 5 LUG, 10 inch white
Kopperud Realty, 753spoke mags. 753-3008.
1222 for courteous and
1978 /
3
4 TON CHEVROLET,
competent real estate
4-wheel drive, lots of extras.
Call 492-8374.
service.
1973 4 WHEEL DRIVE for
sale No power steering Or
44. LOTS FOR-SALE power brakes, 360 4 speed.
143
ACRES,
AP- Call 489.2203 after 5 pm.
PROXIMATELY
72 31. CAMPERS
cuttivaton, paved reeck -good
M Qwafer, New Providence, A. STARCRAFT,
Williams, Rt. 8, Box 517, WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
Mobile, AL,(2051 649.4417.
and
pop
ups
through
44. HOMES FOR SALE
February 15. This means
ASSUME VA loan, 911 per prices you won't believe.
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2 White's
Camper
Sales,
bedroom frame, 900 square located on Highway 94 East,
feet, on lot and /
1
2. 53500 753 0605.
equity, 436-2283. No realtors.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
(must be 21 or over, high school education)
family room, 2 full baths, BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
near University. 753-5791 or Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
753-2649
gutters, and roofing. Call 1FOR SALE by owner: I year 395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
42071
old, two story home in South
&
BLOCK
Marshall County on 9.5 CONCRETE
WORK. Block garages,
acres. 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths,
formal living room, family basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
room with fireplace, dining
room, kitchen, utility room estimates. 753-5/76.
and 21' X 21' attached CARPET CLEANINg, at
garage. Call 527-8433.570,000. reasonable rates. Ptompt
and efficient service. Custom
47. MOTORCYCLES
Carpett-ere. 489-2774:- --- 1973 HONDA CR•125, ex
cellent condition, has been CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
Progressive _teaching.jospital hait.
mnzlidg
Wregl, Idois.c.si.z.e.norreciand_
-VAL-Strearn
polished,. included new rear -•TeterrnViCrbra,
Toperting foron 1hdMd1 to assume responsibility
or dry cleaning. Free Scotch
Knobby,5300. 492 8586.
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
of assisting with an on going education program for
_1978 YAMAHA 650 special, Cleaning. 753-5827.
all nursing personnel in a 272 bed facility. Will also
perfect condition. Call 753assist in transition to new 401 bed facility this fall.
7108.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
49. USED CARS
Prefer experience,also BS or Masters preferred but
home done? Carpentry,
1978 CAMARO, sky blue, air, painting,
not required. Above average salary, full benefit
plumbing,
AM-FM tape, 55000. 753-6764. aluminum__
package and desireable hours. Send resume to:
siding.- patios.
INE
_ 1976 CUTLASS, T-TOF', AM- small concrete jobs. Call 436Personnel Office by Feb. 20th
FM tape, 5 way power seats 2562 after 5 pm.
and windows, loaded, $4700 COMPETENT WORKER
Napkins County Nespital
753-6764.,
will do house cleaning or odd
1970 CHEVROLET, GOOD jobs. 753-7562.
232 WadiN Ave.
condition, very cheap, just
FENCE SALES at Sears
Madisonville,
KY 42431
5260.759 1583.
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
An Equal Opportunity Employer
1949 CHEVROLET 59,000 free estimates for your
actual miles, in good orginai needs.
condition.$750. Call 753-7975. GUTTERING BY SEARS
FOR SALE: Iwo Chevrolet Sears continuous gutters
Caprice, very good condition, installed
per
Your
$795. Call 753-8333.
specifications. Call Sears
1972 PLYMOUTH CRICKET, 753 2310 for free estimates.
4 cylinder, automatic, ex- LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
cellent gas mileage, $500. prompt, efficient service,
1968
Plymouth
station call Ernest White, 753-0605.
wagon, $150. Phone 1-354MARY K cosmetics, for free
6217.
is very pleased to announce
facials or supplies call
1978 T BIRD, 5800 miles, T. Evelyn Willie, 759 1867.
his new location at
roof, loaded, excellent
condition, for sale or take up NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
payments. 753-6345.
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- US-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
DA SU
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson 753 7149
after 6 pm.
ROOFING.
FLAT
or
"The Gas Savers"
For surgical practice, limited to ears, nose and
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
throat.
experience. Call 435-4173.
excellent
ROOFING,
references.
Call
753-1486
St.
12th
604 So.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 195E,

753-5646

-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?

Send Resume To Box 32T.
Murray, Ky.

NURSE CLINICIAN
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

r

1

15 Acres
For Sale
Just on the market,
and located 5 miles
west of Murray, this is
that choice building
site you've been
waiting for. Property
includes lovely 3 acre
wooded building site, 2
ponds, tobacco base,
and 9 acres of private
pastureland for those
horses you've always
wanted. Over 500 feet
of blacktop road frontage. Finest 15 acre
tract we've seen on the
market in the past
couple of years. Don't
let this opportunity
pass, phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
the information.

300 S. 8th St.,
Suite 304

Murray
Datsun, Inc,

759-4811

For Spring. Extremely nice 3 bedroom, 2v2 bath
brick home located near Calloway-Graves Co.
line on 121 W. Energy efficient heat pump.
Fireplace with heatalator, extra insulation and
therrnopane windows. Only 1 year old and offered at only $45,500.

ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that
old house to challenge your creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres and 420' of road frontage, a good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only $12,500. It's located on
Hwy. 464 between Almo Heights and Kirksey.
The old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and
fix it up!!!

Retirement cottage! 2 BR home at 625 Broad
ideal for couple planning retirement. Lot has
garden spot to grow fresh vegetables. Also has
storm doors and windows. Only $18,750.00.

Something Special! Executive home in
Gatesborough. Extra features include intercom,
burglar alarm, gas grill, large fireplace and
many more! If you'd like additional information
about this lovely 3 BR,2½ bath home just call us.
It's vacant so we can look at it anytime Offered
at $69,900.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Local manufacturer has an immediate opening for
an Industrial Engineer with a time study and
method background. Salary to be commensurated
with ability along with an excellent benefit
program. Send confidential resume, including
salary requirements to:
Industrial Engineer Manager
P.O. Box 3021
Paris,TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer

[11
BOYD-MA10
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs. Call MI
2211, if no answer call 7591531.
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
guaran
completely
eork
reed. Call or write Morgan'
Construction Co, Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night )
442-7026.
56. FREE COLUMN
FIVE, 8 WEEK old mixed
breed puppies. Cute and
cuddly. 753-8117.

_PHILLIP B. KLAPPER, MD

We have two beautiful
lots for sale in
Kingswood
Subdivision. Paved streets
with city water. These
lots are in a neighborhood of beautiful
homes. To talk about
these or other listings,
call or come by The
Nelson Shroat Co., Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Canter,759-1707.

South 12th at Sycamore

THINK COUNTRY! If you're
herd of being cooped up in
the city!! Plenty of room to
home
your
roam, nestle
among the trees..on this 100
acre tract.,low crog 55 acres
and have cattle on the other
45. priced to sell! Call 753
1492 or 437 4.446 Offered bv
Loretta Jobs Realtors

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

THE "DRIVE-BY'S and Be.
Back's" saw it last week.
Still waiting for a serious
buyer. 39 acre farm South of
Lynn Grove. 2.29 acre
tobacco base with barn.
Small house. A good buy at
$47,000. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753,0101, Jim Hester, 759
4985

The Nelson Shroat Co..
REALTORS

Located at 522 South
6th Street is a house
that is much bigger inside than it appears
when passing by.,
Seven rooms, storm
doors and windows,
carpet. Settled neighborhood and priced to
sell at $33,900.00

S.1. SERVICES OFFERED

If so, there is an opportunity
available as an Orthodontic
Laboratory Technician

Murray, Kentucky

COL EMIT siwit
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph. 1901)479-29% 4794733
SoothEultooTeraLL4T

AN UNDISTURBED natural
setting ideally sets the scene
for building a home With
walkout basement. The 3
rolling acres situated on a
knoll is located on paved
road east of city. Here it
is.. dial 753-1492...offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

49. USED CARS

Do You Have Manual
Dexterity?

Southside Court Squore
Unesimel dead Tired et
mei" Noe some eld thine
Them take e 1.56 .1 this 3 SI,
2 bath been. It %owes carnal" air, carpet* threegiseet
mad a Fmk% fireplace im
greet ream. New Gies Camp
Grated diereh med eretersised
Wits. Adding $47,9110.

11W

fired
free

43. REAL ESTATE

22. MUSICAL
WHITNEY UPRIGHT piano, 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
$125. 436-2533 after 5 pm.
AKC REGISTERD 6 month
old Doberman, $85, also 8..
23. EXTERMINATING
month old English Setter,
$75. 753 2725 after 5 pm.
3 CARIN TERRIERS, 2
males and 1 female, 3 months
old. 489-2310.
KEESHAND PUPPIES. AK C, 6 weeks old, Alaskan type
dog, silver and black Call
753-3520.

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt control

HELP
WANTED

36. RENT OR LEASE

FIXED UNTIL

Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Marble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
"fixin days" behind you for good with
MARBLE from.

Thornton Tile
and Marble
So. 9th

i hal Will [least:
753-5719

John Smith
Realtor
Call

Lots of room Want an older home with lots of
room and in the country? Let us show you this 3
or 4 BR home on 1,02 acre lot off 94E and within
minutes of Ky. Lake and the LBL. Nice wooded
lot with large without* suitable for small shop.
Priced at $25,000
I.

Ron Talent-

753-9894

753-7411
(Anytime!)
Or Call

Linda McKinney-753-8567

Bifl Hartion- 759:4531
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Iranian Demonstrators
Mark Prophet's Death
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Hundreds of thousands of
demonstrators marched
through the streets of Tehren
today to mark the anniversary
of the prophet Mohammed's
death and place new pressure
on the nation's government to
let Ayatullah
Ruhollah
Khomeini come home.
FUND COLLECTION — Students from two residence halls on the Murray State
University campus, Springer and Clark, recently presented the 5133.50 they cnilected for
two-year-old Cancer victim Lee Ann Lamb to Lee Ann and her mother, Mrs. Frank Lamb.
Those pictured are, left to right, Shane Bowling of Dayton, Ohio, Hilda Marshall of Princeton, Mrs. Lamb and Lee Ann, and Stan Rogers of Princeton. Lee Ann is receiving treatment at St. Jude's Children's Hospital in Memphis. Persons wishing to donate to the fund
may contact the Lambs directly or contribute at collection boxes located throughout the
downtown area.

Even With Ice,tight Snow,Today
Doesnl-Com pare-With-- Year Ago

The demonstrators carried
of
portraits
Khomeini,
chanted slogans and sang
songs along the 8in-mile
parade route as they recalled
the the day Mohammed died
1,347 years ago, according to
the Shiite Moslem calendar.
The march, organized by
the city's Moslem clergy, was
reported peaceful as it picked
up participants from streets
and squares around the
capital. Parade marshals in
white armbands maintained
order.
Some 300 other demonstrators marched near the
U.S. Embassy, ehanting
slogans against the government of Prime Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar.
Tehran's military governor
granted permission for the
march after at least 22 of
Khomeini's supporters were
killed in violent protests
against Bakthiar's vovernment for delaying the
avatullah's return.

By BILL BERGSTROM
gracefully in a slow-moving
Warren, president of Minit
real life game of bumper-cars. Print It, a reproduction firm,
Associated Press Writer
The wind, snow and ice and his employees got 500
Most Kentuckians enjoyed a
sunny anniversary of one of constituted "the worst winter signatures in three hours and
the worst storms of the Winter storm ever to hit Louisville," 300 more during lunch hour on
of 1978, but the forecast held a Rogell said.
a petition headed, WE DEIt was the second blow of the MAND THAT OUR STREETS
reminder in the form of light
AND
snow approaching from the 1978 winter's hardest one-two ARE
SAFE
punch. The other was a deep PASSABLE."
west.
A Louisville man, mean- snow that blanketed the state
-Employees are not coming
while, got a flurry of and halted transportation Jan. to work on time,tir not coming
signatures when he circulated 15 and 16. It was measured at at all, and our children are
a petition complaining about a record • 19 inches at being kept from school ... We
Rahimi closed the airports
the way the city has dealt with Louisville.
cannot afford for business and
for
three days beginning
The snotir this weekend siffl1 education to stop in Louisville
snow sofarthis winter.
The National Weather be no comparison, Rogell said. because we have adverse Thursday, forcing Khomeini
Service said - clouds would the„•...ta.jaut.off.his original plan to
-altoniu --doorans-shann--weativer
-rettirii-Friday from-self-exile
blanket the state and light much strength. We don't petition said in part. outside Paris, where he has
snow would begin in western expect much more than an
Mayor
mailed
to
It was
Kentucky Friday night, inch or so by the time it's all William Stansbury, the state directed the year-long fight
spreading across the state over."
Department of Transportation that forced Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi to leave Iran on
That would be just as well if and the local news media.
today and continuing most of
Rick Warren's views about
Sunday._
City Sanitation Director Jan. 16.
But . Rick Rogell, lead .snow removal._in Louisville William Summers said he
Thls
delay
enraged
forecaster for the weather are true.
thought his department was
thousands
of
the
78
-year-old
service at Louisville, said the
getting better at snow
religious leader's followers
storm promised -nothing
removal. "We're learning as
and
they took to the streets
serious, just a little snow."
we go along," he said.
Friday
to demonstrate in
Friday was partly cloudy
Warren said he started the
defiance of martial law, some
with intervals of sunshine
petition to getos anger at the
of them armed with battle
across most of Kentucky. High
way Louisnille deals with
axes, swords, meat cleavers.
temperatures ranged from the
winter
off
his
chest.
Regular worship services
wooden staves, lengths of pipe
mid 20s to mid 30s.
Alci-hate-to-see- my kids
• • —will be held at the Memorial
By
contrast,
Rogell Baptist Church, 10th and Main grow up and think it's okay to and stones.
recalled, northern and Streets, Murray, on Sunday, come to work late every time
Troops opened fire on the
western
Kentuckians Jan. 28, at 10:50 a.m. and 7 it snows," Warren said.
mobs and officials put the toll
awakened Jan. 26, 1978, to find p.m.
at nine dead and more than a
the thermometer reading near
The morning sermon topic
score wounded in Tehran, five
zero and the wind howling as it will be "Lessons From A Good
dead and 25 wounded in the
drifted a 3 to 4 inch snowfall Man" with scripture from
western city of Sanand,an and
The First; Presbyterian eight dead, dozens wounded
into higb banks and across Acts 11:22-26, and the evening
roadways.
topic will be "Lessons From A Church, 16th and Main Streets, and 600 arrested in the norMurray, will hear the Rev. R. thwestern city of Tabriz.
Three-quarters of an inch of Strong Man- with scripture
rain had fallen the day before, from II Sam. 17:27-29 and E. Rabatin, pastor, speak on
the subject, "Join the Search"
and streets and highways 19:31-40.
Other clashes erupted in the
were covered with thick glare
Special music at the mor- with scripture from I Corin- northwestern cities of Mianeh
ice.
ning hour for Baptist Men's thians 13, at the 10:45 a.m. and Zanjan and the central
Ice skaters were seen in the Day will be by the Men's Choir services on Sunday,Jan. 23.
cities of Ardekan and Isfahan,
Lisa Slater will direct the but no casualties were
mostly deserted streets of with J. T. Lee as director,
Louisville. and vehicles that Margaret Wilkins as organist, choir with Steve Clark as reported there.
organist. The responsive
ventured out pirouetted and Sharon Owens as pianist.
Pro-government supporters
Coffield Vance, deacon of reading will be from Proverbs also rallied Friday in Tabriz
3:13-26.
the week, will assist in the
and Zahedan, in eastern Iran.
Ushers will. be Harry
morning service, at which
But Khomeini's followers
time Bob Perrin will give a Conley, John Gregory, Don contended that disaffected
report on Baptist Men & Hughes, and Jerry Hudder. troops joined their ranks both
Lynne Loberger will be the
Brotherhood.
in Tabriz and Isfahan, inFollowing the evening nursery attendant.
The St. John's Episcopal
dicating a split in the army,
service a called meeting of the
Church, Main and Broach
which has firmly backed the
will
Murray,
deacons will be held.
Streets,
shah.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
celebrate Holy Communion on
Between 25,000 and 30,000
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as
Sunday, Jan. 28, at 8 a.m.
Khomeini supporters also
The Rev. Stephen Daven- director, and Church Training
Masses at St. Leo's Catholic
will be at6 p.m,
port, vicar of the church, will
Church will be held at 6:30
Volunteer nursery workers p.m. today (Saturday and at
be the celebrant. Cathy Clark,
Craig Bunting, and Mike !rill be Judy Hina and Joy 8 a.m., 11 a.m., and 4:30 p.m.
Hine.
Shore will be the acolytes; Bill
on Sunday with the pastor, the
Kyle and Frank Blodgett will
Rev. Martin Mattingly, as the
be lay readers; and Aaron
speaker.
Brim and Kathy Krizan will be
-Against the Tide of Evil"
John Dale will be the
ushers.
with gospel reading from
Morning Prayer will be at
Mark 1:21-28 will be the speaker at the 8:30 and 10.40
a.m. and 6 p.m. services on
9:45 a.m. with Church School
subject of the sermon.
and Adult Class to be at 11
"God As Father" will be the
Churl) School Classes for Sunday. Jan. 28, at the
a.m.
subject of the sermon by the Grades 1 to 12 and Adult Seventh and Poplar Church of
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, Education Class will be held at Christ.
The morning sermon topic
minister of the First Christian 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
The Newman Club will have will be "There Is A Balm in
Church ( Disciples of Christ),
at the 10:45 a.m. services on a dinner meeting Sunday at Gilead" with scripture from
Jer. 8:18-22, and the evening
5:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall.
Sunday,Jan. 28.
topic will be "Christ the
Directing the choir will be
Example" with scripture
Hamp W. Brooks will be the Margaret Porter with Maxine
from! Peter 2:21-25.
speaker at the worship ser- Clark as organist. Amy Roos
Assisting with the services
vices at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. will be the candle lighter.
will
be Tommy Carraway,
Dr.
Clegg
Austin
will
be
The
Rev.
R.
J.
the
Burpoe,
on Sunday, Jan. 28, at the
worship leader with Preston pastor of the Grace Baptist Jerry Bolls, Rick Spann,
University Church of Christ.
The song service will be Holland and Johnny Reagan Church, 617 South Ninth Thomas Schroeder, Ronnie
directed by Ernie Bailey with as elders, and Jim Clopton, Street, Murray, will speak at Sills, Randy Wright, Keith
the announcements by Robert Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins, the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. Farley, Webb Caldwell, Jerry
Fulton, Robert Johnson,
Don McCord, and Lenvel services on Sunday,Jan. 28.
Hendon.
Dwane Jones will be the James Thurrnond, and Jerry
Also assisting in the ser- Yates as deacons.
Greeters will be Mr and organist and Anita Underhill Humphreys.
vices will be W. H. Brooks,
Serving The Lord's Supper
Vernon Gantt, Ben Hum- Mrs. Don McCord, and the will be the pianist.
will
be Billy Nix; Jerry Ainley,nursery
attendant
will
be
Nursery
workers
will
be
phreys, Keith Hays, and
Faye Austin.
Gail Workman, Billie Ray, Sam Parker, Jim Suiter, and
Danny Claiborne.
The children's sermon will Hazel Ray, Dean Downey,and Edgar Rowland.
Serving The Lord's Supper
Gay Evans will be the teen
_ Sylvia Rickman.
will be Willard Ails, Tom be by Ken Heintzelman. The official church visitor
Bus drivers for Sunday will nursery helper, and Joe
Ballard, Harold Grogan,
Gear! Suiter, Guy Spann, John for the week will be Rozella be Hoyt Wyatt and Jimmy Garland and Bud Gibbs will
Hale, but for bus information serve on the Extension
Simmons, Rob Erwin, David Henry. "
Department
Sunday School will be at 9.30 call Don Hale, 753-3063.
Thompson, mod Bobby Martin.
Swine y'School will be at 9:45 • Sunday at 5:15 p.m. the
-Nursery supervisors will be a.m The Wd.iind Country
a rn. with Hoyt Wyatt as Herald of Truth film entitled'
Debbie Shapla, Sally Duford, Award (lass will be at 4.30
-Christ the Ezaiffple" will be
- Mildred Hodge,'Robyn Ray, p.m., supper.for youth groups superintendent. •
shown
at the church.
•
at
'5:30
p.m..
and
Prayer
sernice
and
youth
youth
Linda Fain, and Karl Ballard.•
Bible Study will be at 9:45
study group will be held at 7
Bible study will be at 9:30 groups' meetings at 6 p.m., all
a.m. on Sunday.
on Sunday.
p.m. on Wednesday.
a.m on Sunday.

Memorial Church
Services Planned
Here On Sunday

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

Holy Communion At
Church On Sunday

Catholic Services
Planned At Church

John Dale Speaker
At Murray Church
Sunday Services

'God As Father' Is
Theme Of Sermon
At Christian Church

Hamp Brooks Will
Speak Sunday
For University Church

Grace Church Will
Hear Rev. Burpoe

S.

massed in the northeastern
city of Mashhad to hear
Ayatullah Abdullah Shirazi
warn that Bakhtiar will bear
personal responsiblity for the
"consequences and reactions"
if Khomeini is kept from
returning.
Khomeini wants to oust the
Bakhtiar
shah-appointed
government and set up an
Islamic republic in Iran,
presumably to undo some of
the shah's Westernization
program, which the ayatullah
and his followers maintain has
eroded traditional Islamic
values in Iran.
The shah remained secluded
in the royal guest palace in
Marrakech, Morocco, where
he has been surrounded by
hundreds of troops and
shielded by a total news
blackout since arriving
Monday.It was not known how
long he would stay or where he
might go next.
,

MINISTER HONORED — The Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff, second right, was presented
with a plaque in appreciation of his services to the Need Line Board at the Potluck supper
held by Need Line for Rev. Brockhoff and his wife, Marian, right, on Thursday evening.
Making the presentation were Euple Ward, left, and the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, second left,
of the Need Line Board. 'Rev. Brockhoff will conclude his ministry with the Immanuel
Lutheran Church here on Sunday having taken a position as resident pastor-chaplain with
Cedar Lake Lodge,a resident home for the mentally retarded at LaGrange.
Staff Photo by Jo Burkeen

— c-khoff To Conclude Ministry With Church
Rev. Bm
The Rev. Robert A.
Brockhoff will conclude his
ministry with the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Math Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, Jan. 28.
A fellowship dinner will ge
held in honor of Rev.
Brockhoff and his family by
the church following the 10:30
a.m. morning worship services on Sunday.
Another event held in honor
of Rev-. Br.ockhoff and his
wife, Marian, was the potluck
supper held at the Lutheran
feitoninhiP hall Oil
Thursday evening by the
Board of Directors of Need
Line and their wives and
"husbands.
Rev. Brockhoff has served
on ine Need Line Board since
this community service
organization was started here

Or, Whittaker Will
Be Speaker, First
Baptist Church

in 1974 with Euple Ward as
executive director. He has
served as board member,
president of board, and is now
serving as treasurer of the
Need Line.

Lodge, a resident home for the
mentally
retarded
at
LaGrange. The home was
started as a Civitan project in
1974 and currently has 60
residents, but will eventually
have 240 residents.
Rev. Brockhoff, a native of
Westmont, Ill., is the oldest
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Brockhoff. A graduate of
Concordia High School,
Milwaukee, Wisc., he attended
Concordia Junior College,
Milwaukee, received his B. A.

He was presented a special
plaque in appreciation of his
services by the Need Line
Board by the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos, board president.

The ladies of the Lutheran
Church also honored Mrs.
Brockhoff with a luncheon at
CSIonial
e
• MIL-or-College, Fort Wayne
gri-iorgasbard on TuesditY.
Rev. Brockhoff became Ind., and his Master of
pastor of the Immanuel Divinity Degree in 1965 from
Lutheran Church, Murray, in Concordia Seminary, St.
December 1970, coming here Louis, Mo.
from the community of Pine
While in Murray he has
Lawn in St. Louis, Mo., where
served
as officer of the
pastor
of
he served as parish
Bethesda Lutheran Church Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Association,
Campus
from 1965 to 1970.
Chaplains Association, Land
The Murray minister has Between the Lakes Area
accepted the position as the Ministry Coordinating
first full time resident pastor- Council, and officer of Need
chaplain at Cedar Lake Line.

The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak at
the 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Jan.28.
"Some Things Haven't
Changed" with scripture from
Malachi 3:5-7 will be the
morning topic, and "What It
Means To Be A Christian"
with scripture from Jude 1 will
be the evening topic.
John Randolph, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
The minister of music,
Wayne Halley, will direct the
Church Choir at the morning
service and the Ladies Choir
at the evening service, Doug
Vancil will be organist and
Mrs. Allene Knight will" be
pianist.
At the morning hour the
ladies trio composed of Carol
Poe, Vicki sorrow, and
Rebecca Whittaker will sing
"The Longer I Serve Him,"
and at the evening hour Mr.
Halley will sing a solo, "I'll
Tell the World."
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday will be Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Clark, Mrs. John Randolph, Mrs. Mary Hocking,
Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs.
Orvis Hendrick, Mr, and Mrs.
Nelson Ford, Miss Susan
Shelton, and Miss RutfrGray.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

Rev. Brockhoff has served
while in Murray in various
ways for the Mid-South
District of the Lutheran
Church—Missouri Synod, and
was instrumental in the
beginning of Christ Lutheran
Church, Paris, Tenn., started
in October 1971, and receiving
their own pastor in June 1976.
The Lutheran minister was
married Aug. 10, 1963, to the
former Marian Zollman of
LanesyWe,4nd., who received
M _Education from
Concordia Teachers College, Seward, Neb., and her
Master's Degree as Reading
Specialist at Murray State
University in August 1978.
.. -1
Rev. and Mrs.. Brockhoff
children—
have
three
Jonathan, 13, Timothy,10, and
Beth,9.
The Brockhoff family will
leave Monday to take up
residence at their new home in
Crestwood.
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Rev. Farless Will
Speak Sunday At
Methodist Church
Is
Old
"Growing
Beautiful?" will be the subject
of the sermon by the Rev.
Robert E. Farless at the 8:45
a.m. and 10:50 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Jan. 28, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
H scripture reading will be
• from II Corinthians 4:15-16.
Paul Shahan will direct the
music with Bea Farrell as
.
organ
School will be at 9:45
risaciith.d the first session of
the study on China will open at
:no p.m. on Sunday with a
potluck supper. Work area
chairpersons will meet at four
p.m. Sunday to select the
members of their groups.
The bus to Nashville, Tenn.,
to visit the Upper Room there
will have at 6:15 a.m. on
Friday, Feb. 2. Persons may
contact Rev. Farless if you
plan to attend
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